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I. NUCLEAR INTERACTIONS

We review briefly the principal interactions experienced by nuclear spins, that make
magnetic resonance feasible, and that disturb it in a way that gives access to the properties
of bulk matter. These can be called the "basic bricks" of NMR.
General references are Abragam1 and Slichter2.

1-1. The Zeeman interaction

The interaction energy of a magnetic dipole M with a magnetic field B is classically
of the form

E = -MB (1.1)

When M is the magnetic moment of an electron or of an atomic nucleus, this is called
the Zeeman interaction.

It is a well-established fact that nuclei that possess a magnetic moment M also possess
an angular momentum J, and that both are collinear:

M = 7 J (1.2)

where 7, the gyromagnetic ratio, is characteristic of each nuclear species.
A consequence of Eqs.(l.l) and (1.2) is the celebrated Larmor theorem, which is the

law of dynamic evolution of the magnetic moment:

^ M = W A M (1.3)
at

where the frequency w is equal to:
w = -7B (1.4)

When the field B is constant in magnitude and orientation, say BQ along the axis Oz.
the evolution of M, when not parallel to Oz, is a rotation around Oz at constant mutual
angle, with frequency

called the Larmor frequency. This kind of motion bears the name of precession, and it is
called the Larmor precession.

The very same result (1.3)-(1.4), can be obtained either by a classical or a quantum-
mechanical treatment.

The classical chain of implications is the following:
i) It results from the form ( 1.1 ) of the energy that the magnetic moment M experiences a
torque:

C = MAB (1.5)



ii) The torque is equal to the time derivative of the angular momentum:

at

iii) The Larmor theorem (Eqs.(1.3) and (1.4)) is then a direct consequence of the relation 1

(1.2) between M and I. I

The quantum mechanical development goes as follows: \

i) To the energy (1.1) there corresponds a Hamiltonian (in frequency units) : \

H = - T T 1 M - B (1.G) !

where M is a quantum-mechanical operator. (In practice it is the sum of the magnet ic

moment operators /i; of a large number of identical nuclei).

ii) The state of the system is described by a density matrix a, whose evolution is described

by the Liouville-von Neumann equations:

^ = -i[H,a] (1.7) .

iii) The expectation value of the magnetic moment is:

(M)=Tr(M(T) (1.S)

iv) The angular momentum I , of an individual nucleus is:

T1 = AI1 (1.0)

where I1 is the vectorial spin operator, whose components are the generators of rotations in

the spin space of the nucleus, which spans an irreducible representation P / of the rotation

group. We have J = HJ1.

The Lannor equations 11.3) and (1.4) where M has to be replaced by its expectation

value (M), are deduced from Eqs. (1.6) to (1.9) through the commutation relations between

spin operator components.

The identity of the classical and quantum-mechanical equations of motions has an

important consequence: it is possible to describe NMR in classical terms. This however

is restricted to pure precession, and it ceases to be true when dealing with the evolution

of spins experiencing mutual interactions, or the polarization transfer between such spins.

Approximate pictorial representations have been elaborated to describe such situations.

which some people find efficient and manipulate with mastery. I must confess that this is

not inv case.



Remark I: It is wrong to say that a nucleus has a well-defined spin. A nucleus has a
ground state and a number of excited states, each of which is a manifold with a given spin
different from state to state. The "spin" of the nucleus is that of the state on which NMR
is performed, usually the ground state.

Remark II: The collinearity between spin and magnetic moment is of quantum-mechanical
origin. The magnetic moment operator has matrix elements within each nuclear level as
well as between nuclear levels. In practice, the Zeeman interactions are so much smaller
than the energy separations between nuclear levels, that the Zeeman matrix elements
linking distinct states can be ignored in a perturbation treatment. This amounts to limiting
the magnetic moment to its projection onto the Hilbert space of the nuclear state under
study. The proportionality of this truncated magnetic moment to the spin of that state
is a consequence of the Wigner-Eckart theorem of Group Theory: within an irreducible
representation of the rotation group, all tensorial operators of a given rank are proportional
to each other. The proportionality factor between /Xj and Ii, namely jh, may differ from
one nuclear state to another.

Remark III: The practice in NMR is to distinguish in the field B experienced by a given
nucleus that part which arises from the electrons of the atom, or ion, or molecule to which
the nucleus belongs. This contribution is at the origin of the chemical shift (and the indirect
interactions) as seen in the next section. The remaining part of the field (the main part) is
called the external field B0. Since it includes the contribution from the magnetic moments
of the nearby molecules, it can vary locally. This is at the origin of a serious theoretical
complexity that will not be analyzed here.

1-2. Electron-nucleus interactions

Two kinds of interactions need be considered: magnetic interactions giving rise to
chemical shifts and indirect interactions, and electric interactions giving rise to nuclear
quadrupole interactions. They are analyzed in turn.

A) Magnetic interactions

Schematic description
We consider the case of diamagnetic molecules, whose electronic ground stato is non-

magnetic.
It acquires a small magnetization under the perturbing effect of a magnetic field. This

magnetization is proportional the field and is non uniform spatially. It creates an extra
field at the site of the nearby nuclei, which depends on the electronic wavefunction.

The perturbing firld has two origins:
i) the external field B(i, which croates an extra nuclear field of the rough form —rrZ?u : it
is the chemical shift;

G



ii) the field produced by a nuclear magnetic dipole /Ji, which creates an extra field at the
site of a nearby nuclear moment /J2- This results in an interaction which is bilinear in the
two magnetic moments, called indirect interaction because it is mediated by the electrons.

The elements of a theoretical description

Consider a system containing n electrons (index k) and .V nuclei (index q). We assume ,

that the nuclei are fixed (Born-Oppenheimer approximation). The relevant part of the j

Hamiltonian of the electrons for the present problem is: ]

= Ë { Ô ^ (p* + f A * ) 2 + 2 J sjt •curlAt} (1.10)
I Vm \" r I I

1=1

where m is the electron mass. p*. = (h/i)Y^ its momentum. 3 — eh/[2mc) the Bohr

magneton, s* the electronic spin and A t the vector potential. The relevant part of the

latter is:

j ^ j (1.11)

where:

A£ = i(B0Ar t) (1.12)

is the contribution from the external field Bo, and:

AJ = curl ( / i , / r t , ) = (A/, A rkq)/r
3

kq (1.13)

is the contribution from the nuclear magnetic moment:

The terms in the Hamiltonian (1.10) that yield the chemical shift of the nucleus q ;\rc
those linear in D0 and I9, for instance:

(AUl+ A\.Ao
k)

Its nuclear form is obtained by taking its average over the electronic ground-state
wavefunction:

Other terms have vanishing average in the ground state, and their contribution i>
obtained by second-order perturbation.

It turns out from calculation that the chemical shift originates mostly from the orbital

part of the electronic Hamilfonian. ami the indirect interactions mostly from its spin part.



Form of the interactions
The chemical shift interaction is of the form:

Hcs = IB0-(T-I (1.14)

where <r is a second-rank tensor called the nuclear shielding tensor.

It has long been assumed that this tensor was symmetrical. In that case the coupling

(1.14) can be written:

-o-oBo -1 + 7B0-O-' -I (1.15)

where the first term is the isotropic chemical shift interaction, and the second one is the

anisotropic chemical shift interaction: <r' is a traceless second-rank tensor. Eq.(l.lô) can

also be written:

x + B0Y(TYIY + Bozazlz) (1.1G)

where the principal axes OX,OY,OZ are orthogonal, and aX,OY^crZ ^ e the principal
values of the nuclear shielding tensor.

If expressed in a different frame Oxyz (where Oz is usually parallel to the external
field), there will appear in this Hamiltonian second-ordei spherical harmonics, as shown
later.

In fact, the tensor er may contain an antisymmetric part, leading to a contribution to
the Hamiltonian of the form:

^ = ( B 0 A E ) - I (1.17)

where S is a vector.

The chemical shift interaction is always much smaller than the Zeeman interaction

(that is |B - Bo| <C |B0|). and it can be treated as a perturbation.

In a solid, one can therefore retain only the part of Hcs that commutes with I:, that

H'cs = •>( \xax + X2
yay + X\oz)B0Iz

( L 1 S )

where:
1

^V + <TZ) (1.19)

T'V = (T.v - (T0, etc... (1.20)

and Xx, Ay, \? are tho cosines of Or with respect to the axes OXYZ.
With the standard polar nngles:

\y. = cos 8
Xx = sin 8 cos ç ( 1.21)
Ay = sin 6 sin ^p



we obtain:

The resonance frequency is

r3cos20- 1 , 1
H 2 — °* + V cos 2

, 1
^(<7V - ^v)J

(1.22)

Ai = - 7 -[...])

where [...] is the term in square brackets on the right-hand side of Eq.(1.22)

In liquids, the anisotropic part of 1i.es vanishes on the average. Its only effect is to
contribute to relaxation. The static part of Tics reduces to its isotropic part.

The antisymmetric part oiTi.cs is off-diagonal with respect to the Zeeman interaction,
and does not influence the resonance spectrum. It is usually very small. It is only recently
that such an interaction has been detected, through its contribution to relaxation3.

In a similar fashion, the indirect interaction between two spins 1 and 2 is of the form:

H i n d i .2=I i -J - l2 d-23)

where J is a second rank tensor. Its scalar part is:

K , d i . 2 = ^ I . h (1-24)

where the indirect coupling constant J is the angular average of the tensor J.

B) Electric interactions

Consider a nucleus with charge density pn{rn), surrounded by electrons with charge
density pe(re). The electrostatic energy between the nucleus and the electrons is:

- / •

re)pn(rn - rn
</re drn

One uses the standard expansion:

11.20)
f=U Hi= - (

where r< and r .̂ are the smaller and larger of |r,,| and |r(.| . In practice, the nucleus is M>
small that r< |rnj and r> — \r, |.

It can be proved on general grounds that only even values of C are allowed in \Yl:. The
largest part on the right-hand side of Eq.(1.26) corresponds to L' - 2 (The term C -- 0 is ;i
constant) and it is the only one we consider in the following.
One obtains for Wf.; a product of electronic and nuclear tensorial operator components. For
'he electronic part, one takes- its average over the electronic ground state wavefunctions.



As regards the nuclear part, one keeps only its matrix elements within the nuclear ground

state. We can then use the Wigner-Eckart theorem, that is write that the nuclear tensorial

operator is proportional to that built from the nuclear spin operators. For C — 2, one

obtains the quadrupole interaction in the form:

where V is the electric potential, so that the double derivatives are components of the

electric field gradient, a classical quantity that is the ground-state average of the electronic

C = 2 operators in Wf, and:

Q}k = G i m D {f (/'A + 4/j) ~ ̂ / ( / + 1 ^ {L2S>
Q is called the nuclear quadrupole moment. It results from general selection rules that a

quadrupole moment can exist only for spins / > 1/2.

Let \'zz, VY.Y an<i Vy y be the principal values of the electric field gradient. We have

then:

Hq = M ^ _ Y ) {VzzQzz + VxxQxx + VYYQYY) (1.20)

The Laplace equation reads:

VY .Y +VYY +Vz2 = O (1.30)

For a nucleus in a site of cubic symmetry, all principal values must be equal, i.e they vanish

according co Eq.(1.30): quadrupolr interactions exist only at sites of symmetry less than

cubic.

Using the standard notation:

( yZZ - eq.

v ' 1.31 >

[(VXX-VYY)/VZZ ='!

we obtain:

where:

/± = /v ± i

10



The asymmetry parameter r/ vanishes when the field gradient is axially symmetric. HQ -

can be expressed in a frame Oxy:, which introduces second-order spherical harmonics.

Remark I: Only internal, but not external (i.e man-made) field gradients are strong enough

to have a significant effect. The field gradients from atoms external to a given nucleus also

affect the electrons surrounding the nuclear spin. They in turn affect the field gradient

at the nuclear site by a factor that can be huge (in excess of 100, in some cases). This

so-called antishielding, or Sternheimer. factor cannot be calculated with accuracy. It is

then difficult to predict the value of cq in Eq. (1.32).

Remark II: Thermal motions in solids (phonons, or librations in molecular crystals) mod-

ulate HQ through the modulation of the principal values and/or the principal axes orion-

. ations of the field gradient. The resonance spectrum is determined by the average value

of HQ. The results are a decrease of the quadrupole splitting and a possible variation of

the asymmetry parameter 7/.

A particularly remarkable case is that of molecules containing different nuclear isotopes

besides the quadrupolar nuclei under study (It is a recent fashion to call "quadrupolar"

nuclei with a quadrupole moment ). Molecules of different weights have different moments

of inertia, different motion amplitudes, and therefore different average HQ'S. This shows

up by the observation of a temperature-dependent resonance splitting into several lines4.

Half-integer spins in high field

In such a high field that the Zeeman interaction is much larger than the quadrupole
interaction, the latter can be limited to its secular part, i.e. the part that commutes with
/ . . as a result of first-order perturbation. It is of the form:

H'Q x 3 ( ? - / ( / + 1 ) (1.33)

It has equal diagonal elements in the states | + 1/2) and | - 1/2) and, to this order of
approximation, it does not modify the resonance frequency between these states. If 'HQ is
not too small, this is the only transition that is observable in a powder sample.

However, in a second-order perturbation, the energy shifts experienced by these two
states are different:

±1/2)

This results in an orientation-dependent frequency splitting between these state*, of the
form:

^• (1 /2 ~ -1/2) = A ( ^ ) - (1.34)

u.'o

11



where u,-0 is the Larmor frequency and Q is the quadrupole frequency (something propor-

tional to e2q Q). As a consequence, the +1/2 <-+ - 1 / 2 resonance is broadened in a powder

sample.

It results from calculation that \{8.ç>) is a sum of spherical harmonics of orders 0

(constant), 2 and 4. This causes a problem for MAS experiments with quadrupolar nuclei.

MAS consists in the fast spinning of the sample around an axis at the "magic" angle 6 =

cos '^ l /v /S) from the axis 0:, which results in a vanishing average value for the spherical

harmonics I'ai associated which auisotropic chemical shifts and dipolar interactions, and

yields narrow resonance lines. However, this rotation does not average to zero 4 lh order

harmonics, and with half-integer quadrupolar nuclei, the second-order splitting of the

+ 1/2 <-»• —1/2 transition shows ups by a residual broadening of the individual lines of

MAS spectra in powders. The cures to this desease arc described in other lectures of this

School.

Cj The case of metals

The interaction of nuclear spins with the conduction electrons of metals, although
it can be described through the same formalism as in Section 1-2 Aj above, has several
distinctive features.

The shift of resonance frequency, proportional to the electronic magnetization, is
known as the Knight shift. It is mostly due to the scalar so-called contact interaction,
and proportional to the electron density |^ e(0) |2 at the nuclear site. As for the indirect
interactions mediated by the conduction electrons, they are of relative long range and of
oscillatory character. They are known as the RKKY interactions (For Ruderman, Kittel.
Kosiya and Yosida).

1—3. ^ipole-dipole interactions

The classical interaction energy between two magnetic dipole moments //j and /Z2 at
distance r is:

£12 = - M i B 2 - I = -H2 -B1-V2 (1.35)

where B,_j is the field created by moment /x, at the site of moment fij. From .standard
magnetostatics. this is equal to:

{ 3( • n)(/x2 • n)} ( 1.3G); {/i M2

where 11 = r / r is the unit vector in the direction joining the moments.

In quantum mechanics, the energy E corresponds to hH, where H is the Hamiltoiiian
in frequency units, and the magnetic moment is proportional to the spin (we limit ourselves
for simplicity to nuclear spins):

At, = 7 . hi, (1.37)

12



The Hamiltonian corresponding to Eq.(1.36) is therefore:

(1.38)

In a frame with OZ parallel to 11. this yields:

,,i
(1.39)

This is the dipole-dipole (or dipolar) Hamiltoniaxi between these two spins.

Let us use a frame Oxyz, and let 6 and ip be the polar angles of OZ with respect to

this frame. Equation (1.39) can then be written under the following form (see e.g. Ref.5.

p.3):
+2

1,/2) (1.40)
q=~2

where the Tq and Tq are ..ormalized tcnsorial components whose form is given below.
On the one hand:

= T3 sin 6 cos 8 exp (±iip)

= ^ sin2^ exp (±2iip)

(1.41)

It can be verified that the Tq are proportional to 2n d rank spherical harmonics:

and we have, for the angular averages:

=0

(1.42)

[1.43)

TqT*q, =(6/5)d,, . (1.44)

Why choose such a normalization that the right-hand side of (1.44) contains the factor

6/5? The reason is merely to make Eqs.(1.40) and (1.41) look simpler. This reason is not
compelling.

We have on the other hand:

T0 =

i Z

2 ; - I 1 - I 2 )

(1.45)

13



These operators have the following properties:

(1.46)
[I±,Tm] = \/2(2 + l ) - m ( m ± l ) Tm±,

where /Q = / i Q + /20,

It should be noted that, as most clearly seen from its form (1.39), the dipolar inter-
action bears some similarity with the forms (1.16) and (1.29) for the chemical shift and
quadrupole interactions. The same is true for the indirect interactions. It is because of
this analogy that expressing any one of these interactions in a different frame leads to
the appearence of 2nd order spherical harmonics. This has been proved so far only for
the dipolar interactions, which are somewhat special in that they correspond to an axially
symmetric tensorial interaction, whereas this is not necessarily so for the other bilinear
interactions.

For the convenience of the reader, the transformation laws of 2nd rank tensor compo-
nents will be given in the Appendix of the present chapter.

1—4 Exchange interactions

Exchange interactions ;ire most commonly met with electrons, and they play a fun-
damental role in electron magnetic ordering. They are much less common with nuclei.

The origin of exchange is best explained for a system of two identical spins 1/2. It
is known from the Pauli principle that their wavefunction must be antisymmetric. The
wavefunction for two particles can be written as the product of an orbital part and a spin
part. Two spins 1/2 can be combined into an antisymmetric singlet (total spin 0) associated
with a symmetric orbital function, and a symmetric triplet (total spin 1) associated with
an antisymmetric orbital function. If the two particles experience an orbital interaction
(for instance an electric interaction), its expectation value will be different for different
symmetries of the orbital wavefunction. that is also for different symmetries of the spin
function. This difference in orbital energy can be described phenomenologically by a
Hamiltonian term which depends only on the spin variables, whose eigenmanifolds are the
triplet and singlet subspaces. with eigenvalues that depend only on the spin number.

An obvious candidate is the operator It • I2, whose eigenvalues are 1/4 and —3/4 in
the triplet and the singlet state, respectively, and the exchange interaction between the
two spins is of the form

HeX=JI l - I 2 (1.49)

14
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These considerations can bo extended to a system of many identical particles.

If the basis used for the orbital part of the total wavefunction is built from wavefunc-

tions of individual particles, it can be shown that the condition for exchange to exist is

that there is some overlap between these functions. Nuclear dimensions are typically in

the 10~13 cm range, whereas internuclear distances are of the order of 10~8 cm. so that

the overlap between the wavefunctions of distinct nuclei is as a rule negligible, and so is

their exchange interaction.

A noticeable exception is that of solid 3He which experiences exchange interactions

much larger than their dipolar interactions. The overlap between neighbouring 'Ho nuclei

is brought about by their large zero-point motion, due to their light weight. The question

of exchange in solid 3He is in fact much more complicated than sketched above (see e.g.

Ref.5. ch.3).

It has long be thought that solid 3He was the only example of nuclear exchange.

However, exchange interactions have recently been observed in some metallic trihydrides

in the liquid state around room temperature6.

1—5. Appendix: transformation properties of 2nd rank tensors upon rotation

By an extension of Eqs.(1.45). we can construct five components of a 2nd rank tensor
from those of two vectors of unit length u and v :

= —i=(3 u.v: - u • v )
6

d-50)

where u± = U1 ± iuy.

A change of axes, as used in the preceding sections, is equivalent to a rotation, so that
it is sufficient to know how these components are transformed by a rotation. It is well-
known from Group Theory that this transformation is described by a Wigner m.'itrix: T,,

is transformed into T",, with:

i'

We derive the explicit formulai- by elementary means.

First of all. a rotation can b<- characterized by its Euler angles a. J, 7. It consists of
the succession of:

a rotation of angle -\ around Or

;i rotation of angle .i around Oy

a rotation of tingle n around Or.

15



(.Vote: The usual definition is slightly different. The fact that is amounts to the one given
above is proved e.g. in Ref.7, Ch.3).

It is then sufficient to know the effect of rotations around Oz or Oy.

Rotation of angle v> around Oz

It vields:
T1 =exp {-

Rotation of angle 3 around Oy

With the notations:
cos J = sin /J =

the components .r. y. z of a vector are transformed as follows:

ex — ^z
re + ^ J

y

According to (1.51) it is elementary to find that we have (see Ref.5, p.3):

+ 3c- - 1 /3
T0 = — ^ — T 0 - W-Cs(T, - T_,)

ÎAT._

= y^cs J0 + ±(2c2
- ±(2c2 - c -

+r) T2 + -s(l - c)T-2

If., =-r/

T9 = \J ^
1
4

C)T1

j<l-OT-,

(1.53)

(1.54a)

(1.54M

(1.54c

It can be seen, according toEqs.(1.41) and (1.51) that it is only the Wigner matrix rleinonts
Vq'o that are proportional to 2nd order spherical harmonics for all q',

However, if n< • axially syminetric. the chemical shift and quadrupolar hit fractions,
expressed in the frame of their principal axes (Eqs.(1.22) and (1.32)). contain both com-
ponents 7"u and T±i.

16



This case can be analyzed as follows. Consider a tensorial expression:

O = U - K - V (1.55)

where K is a 2n d rank symmetric traceless tensor, of principal values a,b and —(a + 6)

along the principal axes OZ. OX and OY. Eq.(1.55) reads:

O = a uy.i'z + b u\v_\ - (a + b)uyvy (1.56)

or else after some trivial manipulations:

O = A ( 3 « 2 r i ^ - u - v ) + B ( 3 u . Y i ' . Y - u - v )

with:

A T02 +BT0S ) [ •°

.4 = -(2a + 6)
(1.5S)

B = - ( 2 6 + a)

By analogy with the passage from Eqs.(1.39) to (1.40) we have therefore, in the
reference frame Oxyz :

+2
0= E [A ^(Vz^z) + B f*q(0x,'Px)}Tq(u,v) (1.59)

q=-2

where Oz- 1PZ and 8\, y-.v are the polar angles of the principal axes OZ and OA' respec-
tively.

The coefficients of the T^ aro proportional to 2nd order spherical harmonics as antic-
ipated.

17



II. SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION REVISITED

Spin-lattice relaxation is the phenomenon of evolution of a spin system towards ther-
mal equilibrium with the lattice, denned as the degrees of freedom of the medium in
which the spins are embedded, other than those of the spins. It was realized shortly after
the beginning of NMR (and EPR, by the fact) that this evolution is determined by the
modulation of the spin-lattice interactions as a result of the lattice dynamics, whence the
importance of spin-lattice relaxation, as a witness to this dynamics.

A word about language: we call spin-lattice relaxation the evolution brought about
by randomly modulated interactions, let it be that of the longitudinal or transverse com-
ponents of the magnetizations. It is only when it is due to static spin-spin interactions
that the decay of transverse magnetization is referred to as spin-spin relaxation.

The basic formalisms of spin-lattice relaxation have been developed from 1948 to
about 1960, essentially in the following references:

- Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound (BPP)8,
- Wangsness and Bloch9, and Bloch10,
- Solomon11,
- Abragam (Ref.l, Ch.VIII),
- Redfield12.
The formalisms that emerged from these developments are:
- good,
- efficient,
- well understood (at least by their authors).
However, some of them contain minor blemishes in the form of lack of rigour of

presentation, which may cause (and have caused) some perplexity among beginner students
of NMR. It is the purpose of this lecture to present a formal derivation of relaxation
theory that avoids as much as possible these pitfalls. We will therefore not analyze specific
relaxation mechanisms, but we will only be concerned with the form of the relaxation
equations and their justification.

One must also mention the numerous later developments of relaxation theory, which
fall broadly into two categories: those that are pointless or of no practical incidence, and
those that are completely wrong.

The derivation given below conforms closely to the formalism of Abragam (Ref.l,
Ch.VIII). It is followed by a section where are listed and analyzed some of the approaches
or variants that are erroneous or likely to be misused.

II-l. Derivation of the Master Equation

We consider a nucloar spin system whose Humiltonian consists of a main, time-
independent Hamiltonian Ho, plus a randomly-varying term H\(t), of vanishing average
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value, the so-called spin-lattice coupling:

We assume for the time being that W0 has only discrete levels (i.e. it is a Zoeman or
quadrupole interaction, or a combination of both).

The evolution of the density matrix a of the spin system is described by the Liouville-
von Neumann equation:

^ = -•[*,*] (2.2)

The first step consists in isolating the effect of the spin-lattice coupling by using an
interaction representation which removes all of the static Hamiltonian Wo- When Wo is
purely Zeeman, thus amounts to using a rotating frame.

Any operator Q of the laboratory frame is replaced in this representation by the
operator:

Q(r) = exp [iHQt]Qexp [-iHot] (2.3)

The evolution equation for the density matrix in this representation is:

^ = -i [(W -H0), à] (2.4)

or else, according to Eq.(2.1):

] (2-5)

This last equation can be formally integrated to yield:

[Hi (* ' ) ,* (* ' ) ]* ' (2.6)f
By inserting this form into the right-hand side of Eq.(2.5), we obtain:

~è(t) = - i [W1(O^(O)]

- I [W1(O, [W, (* ') ,à(* ')]] dt' (2.7)

Two modifications must be brought to this equation. Firstly, one must take an en-
semble average of all terms. This may seem strange, since the very concept of density
matrix is intimately linked to statistical average. That a further averaging is necessary
stems from the fact that the operator Wi(<) is a random function of time; in different parts
of the system, otherwise identical, simulated by different members of a Gibbs ensemble, it
may have a different history, resulting in a different density matrix à. One consequence of
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taking this average is that, since by definition H\{t) has a vanishing average value, so does

the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.(2.7).
The second modification to Eq.(2.7) is that à must be replaced by:

*U)—»*(* ) - *« , (2.8)

where creq is the thermal-equilibrium form of the density matrix. This is a consequence

of the finite lattice temperature, as seen from a quantum treatment of the lattice9'10.

The remarkably simple form of Eq.(2.S) is valid only in the high temperature limit, that

pertains to most of NMR studies.

We obtain then, in place of Eq.(2.7):

^W = -f ["Wi(O, [«I (t')Aà{t')-âeq)]]dt' (2.9)

where the overbars mean an ensemble average.
Equation (2.9) is rigorous. The difference with the standard treatment1'' is that we

have not used a second-order Taylor expansion of <j(tf), which would have yielded à(0)
instead of à (f') on the right-hand side of Eq.(2.9).

Now, the Hamiltonian Ti\{t) can be decomposed into a sum of terms, as follows:

t) (2-10)

where the Vn are spin operators and the Fa(t) are random functions of time. The equality

of the two forms simply expresses the fact that Hi is a Hermitian operator, as befits a

Hamiltonian term.

The decomposition in Eq.(2.10) is made in such a way that:

Vo(r}= exp [iWotlVaexp [-iHot\

= exp [iu>at)Vo (2.11 j

Such a decomposition is always possible. For instance, Va may be limited to having only

one non-vanishing matrix element (i \Va\ j) in a basis of eigenstates of HQ, with:

(' I H I «) - u \ n \ j) = o .v

This is not .ie only possible choice.

We can then write Eq.(2.9) in the form:

• " ( 2 . 1 2 )
/n L L ~ " J J

Q,J '
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As noted earlier, different histories of the random spin-lattice coupling, that is of •

the random functions ^„ (0 , F}(t') in different members of the ensemble (i.e. different

molecules or different remote parts of the system) result in different density matrices à (f ' ) .

and the average on the right-hand side of Eq.(2.l2) is a joint average over the spin part

(i.e. à(t ' )) and the orbital part (i.e. Fa(t)F^ (<'))•

In order to proceed, we make a physical hypothesis. Let rc be the correlation time of

the random Hamiltonian. that we define loosely foi the moment as the time scale for the

fluctuation of the random functions FlJ) : a substantial decay of the product Fn(t)F$ (f')

takes place on the average as soon as:

t - t' ~ rc.

and it becomes negligible for t — t' much larger than TC.

We assume that the variation of à is slow on the time scale TC (conditions for this
to be true will be derived a posteriori) and we choose in Eq.(2.12) r » TC. This has two
consequences (plus a third one to be discussed later). Firstly, it is a good approximation
to replace à (t') by à(t) on the right-hand side of Eq.(2.12), since only values of t' close to
t (to within a few rc) contribute significantly to the integral. Secondly, since each member
of the ensemble has experienced a random perturbation for many times rc, the effect of
the different histories of their fluctuations for different members average out, so that the
individual à(t) are all very nearly the same, that is all equal to â(t), and the overbar may
be omitted. Under these assumptions. Eq.(2.12) becomes:

J [ [ ] ] Fa(t)F;(t')dt' (2.13)

The second consequence of short rr is therefore that the average of the product of spin

and orbital parts, on the right-hand side of Eq.(2.12), can be replaced by the product of

the averages of the spin and orbital parts.

We limit ourselves in the following to stationary random functions (a realistic assump-

tion in most practical cases), i.e. such that:

Fa(t)F'j(t') =Ga3(\t-t'\) (2.14)

We have reached the exact point of departure between the standard relaxation theorj
and the "revisited" one. Logics would require that we go ahead along the proper path
without even mentioning past imperfections. However, the large availability and wide
acceptance of the standard treatment make it desirable to begin by analyzing briefly the
problems which it is confronted with, if only to put into perspective their minor character
and easy cure.
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AJ Evolution in the interaction representation

With the help of Eqs.(2.11) and (2.14), Eq.(2.13) becomes:

o, ii

x / exp [iuat-iujl}t'}Gol)(t-t')dtl (2.15)
Jo

The integral on the right-hand side is equal to:

/ ...dt' = exp \i(wa-^ti)t} f exp [i^(t-t')\Go^(t-t')dt' (2.16)
Jo Jo

and. since the decay time rc of the correlation function GO^(T) is much smaller than t, the

integral on the right-hand side can be extended to infinity. (This is the third consequence

of short rc). We obtain then, in place in Eq.(2.15):

xexp

where:
/ G«,*(T) exp (iwT)dr (2.1S)
/o
/

./o

is the spectral density of the correlation function Galj(T).

If one looks at the evolution of a quantity of operator Q, as seen in the interaction

representation, (i.e. most of the time in the rotating frame):

(Q(OJr=Tr {Qà(t)} (2.19)

its derivative is a sum of smooth terms, those for which uja = u-'jj, and of oscillatory terms.

If the oscillation frequencies *:„ — u.\j are large, compared with the average decay rate of

(Q)r(t), their contribution to its evolution consists of oscillations of small amplitude that

can be ignored. This amounts to discarding the oscillatory terms on the right-hand side of

Eq.(2.17) i.e. to limit oneself to those terms with uia = uip. This is known as the adiabatic

approximation. As an example, it is fully justified for the transverse relaxation in liquids

of unlike spins, that is such that the difference of their Larmor frequencies is much larger

than their linewidth.

There are case, however, when the frequencies of the oscillatory terms are not lnrpjc.

in the sense given above. This is the case, for instance, for like nuclear spins experiencing

small chemical shifts differences. Many other examples are found in EPR, Mossbauer

Spectroscopy and /i SR. It is sometimes claimed that the adiabatic approximation is an
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inherent feature of the standard relaxation treatment, which is therefore not adapted to •

dealing with cases where this approximation breaks down. These cases are usually analyzed

through a much more complicated approach.

These criticisms are not completely founded, and it is possible, for instance, to treat

the transverse nuclear relaxation of nearly like spins through a slight modification of the

preceding formalism (see e.g. Ref.T. p.251). This is however not very satisfactory in that

the limit between fast and slow oscillation is highly subjective. It would be much better to

have a unified treatment valid for all cases. This is precisely the purpose of the "revisited"

version presented here.

B) Evolution in the Schrôdinger representation

Starting from the Equation (2.13) for the evolution of fhe density matrix as seen from

the interaction-representation point of view, we go back to the laboratory frame, that is

to the Schrôdinger representation. From:

(T(O = OXp i-i Kot)è(t) exp {i Hot) (2.20)

a corollary of Eq.(2.3), we obtain:

-CT(I) = -i[Ho.a(t)]+exp (-iW0*)4*(0 exp (iHot) (2.21)
at at

From the property:

UABC* = UAU^VBV*

where U is a unitary operator, and according to Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14), we obtain:

ait) = -i[Ho.<rlt)] --ait) = -i[Ho.<rlt)] - E / [r«- [ty ' ' - 'M*(0 -*«,)]] Gaà(t-t')dt' (2.2:

The term under the integral depends on t' only through t — t' — r. We may as above
extend the integral over r to infinity and we obtain, according to Eq.(2.11) and in analogy
with Eq.(2.17):

~a(t) = -,[H0,a{t)} ~ Y, [Va, [V1/,(<r(f)-*•«,)]] Ja^fi) (2.23)
a.li

The main (and fundamental) difference with Eq.(2.17) is that all oscillatory terms
have disappeared, together with the problems that they raise.

Using the well-known property:

7r {A[B. C]] = Tr {[A. B]C]. (2.24)
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the expectation value (Q) = Tr [Qa] in the laboratory frame of an operator Q has an

evolution governed by the equation:

> - M W. WHO-L '.-<-.) {([[«• K.1.Vj] ) W - ( [[Q, VJ, Vj]
(2.25)

This is an equation relating expectation values, and there is no need to make as-

sumptions as to the form of a(t). The double commutators [Q, V0], VU will often yield

operators differing from Q, and will therefore yield cross-relaxation effects. Let us then

consider a proper set of operators Q1, one of which at least being of practical interest.

chosen in such a way that we have:

[Q11W0] = -Q,Q, (2.26)

Eq.(2.25) then yields a system of coupled equations of the form:

j t (Q1) (t) = « n . ( Q . ) ( 0 - £ A1, [ ( Q 1 ) (t) - (Qj)111.) (2.27)

whose solution, is straightforward.

Cj Relation between both approaches

Let us compare these equations with those corresponding to (Qi)1-(Oi a s viewed in
the interaction representation. We have:

(Q.) r (0 = T r {Q,CT(0}

= Tr (Q1 exp (iHot)cr(t) exp (-iHot)]
= Tr {exp (-j-HoOQ. exp (/WoOo-(O) (2.2S)
= exp ( - ?'iV) Tr (Q1C
= exp ( - i I V ) (Q1)(O

whence, according to Eq.) 2.27):

, -Jl1)J]A1 , { ( Q ; ) r ( 0 - < Q A e q

A comparison with Eq.(2.17) makes it possible to pinpoint the origin of the oscillatory
terms in the evolution equation of (Q:)r (t) : they originate from cross-relaxation with other
operators Q3, whose oscillation frequency under the effect of the static Hamiltonian H0 is
different from that of Q1. The great practical advantage of the laboratory frame evolution
equations (2.27) is to allow a rigorous account of the effect of these cross-relaxations.
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Let us illustrate this by the case of two coupled quantities Q1 and Q2, corresponding

for instance to the transverse operators J+ and S+ of two spins with different Larmor

frequencies, in which case we have:

The evolution equations are:

- J ( Q 1 ) = ' « i (Qi) - A 1 1 ( Q 1 ) - A 1 2 ( Q 2 )
m (2.30)
^ ( Q 2 ) = ' Q 2 ( Q 2 ) - A 2 2 ( Q 2 ) - A 2 1 (Q1)

The simplest r^ethod for solving this system is through the use of Laplace transforms.

Let Ai(Z) and A2(Z) be the Laplace transforms of (Q1) and (Q2) , respectively. The

system (2.30) yields:

Z Ai - (Qi ) (O) = i Q1A1 -A11 .-!, - A 1 2 A 2

(2.31)
Z A2 - (Q2) (0) = i Q2A2 - A22^2 - A21A1

In the limit when:

[Qi - Q 2 ] > A,j

it is easily found that we have:

m \ mi

(2.32)ll + A11

with an error of order of A12/ IQ1 — Q2 | , and similar results for A2(Z). Equation (2.32)
corresponds to:

(Qi)H) = (Qi) (0)exp [OQ1 -A 1 1 ) I ] (2.3b)

and, similarly:

(Q2) (t) = (Q2) (0) exp [(,- Q2 - A22)t] (2.34)

These solution are identical to those obtained by discarding the cross-relaxât ion terms

Ai2 (Q2)
 a n d A21 (Q1) from Eqs. (2.30). This amounts to the adiabatic approximation.

that is to the neglect of the terms oscillating at the frequencies ±(Qi — Q2 ) i
n fhc evolution

equations in the interaction representation.

More generally, it can be shown from the theory of linear equations that if ;n the

system (2.27). one has |Q, - Q J » A,7,A;,, one can discard the cross-relaxatioi. :crms

proportional to X11 and Aj1. in accordance with the adiabatic approximation.



D) Conditions of validity of the theory

The main condition for the validity of the theory is that the evolution of the density

matrix be slow on the time scale rc of the random perturbation correlation functions. In

fact, if we calculate the variation of the expectation value (Q)r{t) from Eq.(2.12), it is

easily proved that the condition enabling one to use Eq.(2.25) for calculating {Q){t) in

the laboratory frame, is that the evolution of (Q)r{t) be slow on the time scale rc. The

conditions of validity of the theory therefore depend on the quantity Q whose relaxation

is studied.

Consider for instance longitudinal and transverse relaxation due to dipolar couplings

in liquids {see e.g. Ref.7, ch.9). These relaxations are exponential, with relaxation times

T1 and Tj, respectively. Let u> be the Larmor frequency, (Au;)2 the average square of the

dipolar interactions and rc the correlation time of the exponential correlation functions.

Transverse relaxation can be produced by the longitudinal components of the dipolar field,

for which o;̂  — 0. We have then, as an order of magnitude:

- ^ ~ ( A u ; ) 2 r c (2.35)
J 2

The condition of validity of the theory is:

( r c / T 2 ) € l (2.36)

that is:

Aoi TC < 1 (2.37)

Longitudinal relaxation involves only transverse dipolar fields, with u>p = u; or 2w. We
have then:

1 ( Au) )2 Tc

^F ~ , 2 2 C2-38)

1\ 1 +u;zr*

The condition for the validity of the theory:

(Ao-T.)'2

M ~ 1+UJ2T? < X ( 2 - 3 9 )

is much less stringent than for transverse relaxation. It is either Eq. (2.37) or:

- ^ < 1 (2.40)

in the case when o.Tr 3> 1.

E) Extension to .»- 'ids

In XMR. a solid is character],- by the existence of static secular spin-spin interac-

tions, for instance as most often the dipolar interactions H'D. (In that respect, solids where
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H'n is modulated through motion at a rate satisfying Eq.(2.37), through vacancy jumps •

for instance, behave qualitatively as liquids).

The decay of the transverse magnetization is then governed by WD and is non-

exponential. Spin-lattice relaxation in that case concerns other variables such as the

longitudinal magnetization or the dipolar energy.

The main Hamiltonian 1Ho is then, say, a sum of Zeeman and secular dipolar interac-

tions of the form:

H0 = Z + H'D (2.41)

This is a case where the spectrum of "Ho does not consist of discrete levels: the discrete

levels of the Zeeman interaction term 2 are quasi-continuously broadened by the dipolar

interactions.

The random perturbation is still of the form (2.10). We choose the V0 in such a way

that:

[Z,Vo]=waVo (2.42)

so that:
VJ{t) = exp (iWoWj exp (-iUot)

= exp (iH'Dt) exp (iZt)VJ exp (-iZt) exp(-iW'Dt) (2.43)

= exp (i^àt)V}(t)

with:
\'l(t) = exp (iH'Dt)V< exp (-M'Dt) (2.44)

When caculating the evolution of a variable (Qi), we are led, according to Eq.(2.22),
to calculate i.e. an integral of the form:

J ([[QnVa]. V5(-T)])(t) exp (iUt3T)Gaà{T)dT

If for instance the correlation function GOI3 is exponential:

GaAr) -x exp (-T/TC),

this corresponds to an integral of the form:

[°° F 1 1
/ A ( r ; f ) e x p ( iu , ) ) r \ d T

Ja L r c J
The dependence of thr function A" on T is determined by the dipolar interactions H'n

and is therefore complicated. The above integral is however easily handled provided that

the decay of A' as a function of r is slow on the time scale |('u.'j — 1/TC\~1 . As easily shown

by an integration by parts13, this integral is then, to a good approximation, equal to:

K(Q-J)X If
1



i.e. it is the same as if the dipolar term H'D were absent.
We will not discuss the case when TC is long, which is also tractable, but through a

very different approach14 (see however Ref.(13)).

II-2. Drawbacks of alternative approaches. A selection

We analyze briefly some developments of the theory different from that given above,

that are found in the literature. Some are simply erroneous; others, while excellent from

the theoretical point of view, may lead to erroneous results, when handled without enough

care. The cases listed are but a short selection of what exists.

.4.) Use of an interaction representation that does not remove all of Ho-

lt is a representation defined through:

Q-* Q= exp (iKt)Q exp {-iW) (2.45)

with H Ï H0.
The evolution of the density matrix in this representation is:

(2.46)

i.e. it involves the non-random term 1HQ-H in addition to the random one. This procedure
does not allow one to derive cleanly an expression for the evolution of â(t ) that is workable,
that is of practical usefulness for the analysis of real problems, so much so when Ho is
time-dependent. However, there are cases where it seems intuitively justified to use such
a procedure, as follows:

1) derive as above an evolution equation for à(t) as if the static Hamiltonian were H,

and the term Ho — H were absent: the corresponding derivative is called (dà/dt)rP\. and is
considered as the contribution of relaxation.

2) add an independent contribution from the residual term HQ-H (chosen to be
time-independent ).

The evolution equation for à is then claimed to be:

d±=i [(H0-HIa] + § (2.47)
at L J at rci.

This is the case for instance for two like spins / and S with two very close Larmor
frequencies w/ = UJO+6 and u.'$ = u.'o — à. or spins experiencing an indirect interaction J I S .
The Hamiltonian H is then taken equal to the average Zeeman interaction Wo(/; + S:) in
the former case, and the Zecman interaction in the latter.

We show briefly for the firsr . xample how the correct treatment provides a justification
of Eq.(2.47).
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We consider the evolution equations (2.30) for the case when:

Q1 = I+ ; Qi = S+

Ç* « _ i _ x • O i s

These are evolution equations in the laboratory frame.

Let us now use a frame rotating at the average Larmor frequency u.'o with respect to

both spins, and let us call (I+)' and (S+ ) ' the average values in this frame.

We have:
(/4-)' = exp [ —luiqi) [I+)

(2.4S)
(S+) = exp (—luioi) (b+)

and we obtain from Eqs.(2.30):

Ul+)' = iS (I+)' - A n (J+) ' - A 1 2 (S+) '
dt (2.49)

j t (S+) ' = -I" 6 (S+)' - A22 (S + ) ' - A21 (I+)'

These equations look exactly as if they had been derived from Eq.(2.47), with a slight
difference: the frequencies of the correlation function power spectra Jaj}(uJj}) entering the
rates A,j are, in the correct treatment, the actual Larmor frequencies w/ and u s , whereas in
the approximate treatment leading to Eq.(2.47), these frequencies are equal to tho average
frequency Wo- It is easily shown that the difference is negligible when one has:

6 TC « 1 (2.50)

which is often the case for homonuclear spins in liquids. Therefore, unless in the presence
of pretcy long correlation times, it is justified to use Eq.(2.47) for spin-lattice relaxation,
where T̂ o is the sum of the average Zeeman interactions of each homonuclear species. It
is however better to derive this justification from a correct theory than from ;i grossly
approximate one.

B) Premature assumption that the average of a product equals the product of the uvcrnços.

We refer explicitely to the assumption that could be made about the average on the

right-hand side of Eq.(2.12):

Spin x Lattice = Spin x Lattice (2..31)

This would lead, for d(Q)r(t)/dt in, say, the adiabatic approximation. (-.„ = u/,y) to
terms of the form:

J Tr {[[Q.Vn].rj]<7(t')} cxp [iu,a(t-f')]Goll(t-t')dt'
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i.e. integrals of the form:

I(t)= I C(t')D(t-t')dt' (2.52)
Jo

Such integrals are most easily exploited through their Laplace transforms. Let J (Z) , _-

C(Z) and 27(2) be the Laplace transforms of I(t). C(t) and D(t), respectively, that is, for ;
3

instance: i
1(3)= / I(t) exp (-Zt)di (2.53) ;

JQ \

Equation (2.52) yields: j
KZ)=C(Z)V(Z) (2.54) \

As a consequence of the assumption (2.51) the relaxation equations for any variable

Q could be solved rigorously through the use of the Laplace transform formalism, even in

the case when the AtJ are comparable with r~l, that is even when the conditions (2.37) or

(2.40) are no' fullfilled. It is abundantly clear from the formal treatment given above that

this conclusion is totally erroneous.

In fact, it is very seldom that this assumption is made in the crude way (2.51). It is

usually introduced in a much more subtle and rigorous-looking way that wili be examined

later (section E).

Cj Calculation of the time-evolution of aJJ elements of the density matrix

Spin-lattice relaxation theory was initially developed with the language of wavefunc-

tions; its expression within the formalism of the density matrix has represented a definite

progress. In particular, the compact expression of the density matrix evolution (due to

relaxation and in the adiabatic approximation) under the form:

c<}.^ Ve-,- (2-55)

where <rul} = {a|<r|#) is a matrix clement of a in the rotating frame, has been a landmark

in relaxation theory.

This has been done by Redfield12, and the matrix Ra$.c-, is known as the Redfield

relaxation matrix. It acts in a space whose number of dimensions n2 is the square of that

of the Hilbert space of the spin system. It is the now very popular Liouville space, on

which more will be said later on (Section E).

The expression (2.55) is compact and elegant, and very useful in discussing relaxation.

It has often been misused, which is why it deserves some comments.

The physical variables that can he experimentally observed are theoretically described

by linear combinations of matrix elements of a. The number of these variables is limitrd.

and is much less than that of the matrix elements of a. Its is only the variation of these
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physical variables that is of any interest. The detailed calculation of all n2 matrix elements

of a as a function of time is an unnecessarily complicated task that is completely useless.

It is only relatively recently that such a calculation has become possible, for still relatively

small spin systems, thanks to the availability of large computers. In the majority of cases,

it is much better, and much simpler, to compute the evolution of the expectation values

of a limited set of operators.

Dj Guesses about the form of the density matrix

As seen in Eq.(2.23). the relaxation part of the evolution equation of a physical variable

involves the expectation values of double commutators whose calculation is .sometimes a

little complicated. It is tempting (and often done) to simplify the calculation as illustrated

below.

Consider for instance the longitudinal relaxation of a spin /,. According to Eq.(2.25).

the derivative d{Il:) /di involve, among others, the following term:

( [[/.-- VQ\ - V;J] } (0 = Tr { [[/,,,V0], Vj] a(t)}
U J / U J ' (2.5C)

= Tr ([/,,,V0

where the last line is a consequence of Eq.(2.24).
It is always possible to write a(t) in the form:

^ ^ ; + P (2.57)
j

where P is orthogonal to the Ijz :

Tr (/. . P) = 0

We have then:

{/7:(0)=Tr {a(0/7S}=^(0 Tr (IJ1)

i.e. Çj(t) is proportional to (/,.} (/)•

If now we assume that the evolution of (/,.) depends only on the various {/,.) . i.e.
that the term P on the right-hand side of Eq.(2.57) is irrelevant to the Zeeman relaxation,
the term (2.56) takes the form:

This brings about mi enormous simplification in relaxation calculations bur it is very
dangerous, as discussed below.
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If we had assumed that the evolution of (Ii:) depended only on {Ilt), we would have

completely missed cross-relaxation. In fact, whereas the basis of relaxation through dipo-

lar interactions in liquids was clearly formulated in the celebrated BPP paper8 in 1948, it

is only in 1955 that cross-relaxation was discovered by Solomon11. (This cross-relaxation,

described by the Solomon equations, is nowadays referred to as NOE, for Nuclear Over-

hauser Effect. The phenomenon predicted by Overhauser15 was the modification of the

nuclear steady-state magnetization upon saturation of the conduction electrons spin reso-

nance in metals, a case where the nuclear relaxation is due to the electron-nuclear scalar

contact interaction; he did not consider other types of couplings, nor the dynamics of

cross-relaxation).

Even when all spin operators are included in Eq.(2.57), the procedure misses important

interference effects between dipolar and anisotropic chemical shift interactions (Rcf.16 and

references therein), or between the dipolar interactions of different spin pairs1 '. These

interference effects provide useful structural information.

As another example, consider the longitudinal relaxation of two identical spins / > 1/2

through their dipolar coupling in a liquid. Writing:

Ia = ha +he (a = x,y.z) (2.58)

use of Eq.(2.25) yields:

- 4 . / ^

The trivial calculation of tho commutators yields the following operators:

\T2.T.f

The terms other than J2 yield no observable signals, but since d{Iz) /dt depends on
their expectation values, their relaxation must be investigated. It can be shown that the
evolution of a product of n operators depends, among others, on products of t>' > >i

operators. Each spin has 2 /+ 1 states, that is 2/ independent traceless diagonal operators.
Therefore the full description of the longitudinal relaxation of the two spins / involves a
system in excess of (2J)'2 coupled linear equations. This case has never been analyzed, to
my knowledge, if only because the relaxation of spins J > 1/2 is in most cases dominated
by the quadrupole mechanism.
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E) Use of the Memory Function Formalism.

The Memory Function method initially developed by Mori18 and, somewhat indepen-

dently, by Lado et al.19 is described in Refs.(5) and (20). Its use for relaxation is touched

upon in Ref.(5) and thoroughly discussed in Ref.(21). It uses the formalism of Liouville

spaces and goes schematically as follows.

We choose a set Q1 of "observables of interest" and we get for their evolution a system

of equations of the form (neglecting precession terms):

— (Q1)(O = - 5 " / A',,((! - *') (Q,) (t')dt' (2.00)
dt x ^ - ' J0

The A'ij are called memory functions.

In fact, one should add on the right-hand side terms proportional to (Qj)111 • that we

assume here for simplicity to vanish, plus terms that can be equated to zero by a proper

choice of initial conditions. What is seducing in the system (2.60) is that it is rigorous

(under the assumptions made above).

Two approaches can be used to solve it.

In the first approach, we use the method of Laplace transforms. Let 9,(Z) and jt)(Z)

be the Laplace transforms of (Q1) (t) and K,j(t), respectively. The system (2.60) yields:

3 Q1(Z)- (Q,) (0) = ~ y J1J-(Z)BJ(Z) (2.61)

whose solution is trivial if the A"u(r) are known, and have simple forms.

Th*" flaw in this approach is the same as in Section II.2.B: one has to use ensemble
averages, which yields, in place of Eq.(2.61):

Z B1(Z)- (Q1) (0) = - Y. S<j(Z)0j(Z) (2-C2)
j

and, since in general one has:

O1(Z) (2.G3)

the system (2.G2) has no simple solution.

The second approach consists in using in Eq.(2.60) a time t much longer than tin-
decay time of the memory functions, and much shorter than the decay time of the physical
variables (Q1) (f). We may then replace in Eq.(2.60) (Q1) (?) by (Qj)(t) and extend the
integration to infinity. This yields the system:

,1
jf (Q1)(O = - £ A , , (Q,) (0 (2.C4)

;
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where: ^00

A1, = / K11(T) à T (2.65)

is the same for all members of the Gibbs ensemble.
Apart from the precession and thermal equilibrium terms, that are ignored here for

simplicity, the system (2.64) looks very similar to the system (2.27). There is however an
enormous difference: whereas the operators Qj on the right-hand side of Eq.(2.27), entering
the evolution of (Qi), were deduced from the calculation of the double commutators in
Eq.(2.25), those on the right-hand side of Eq.(2.64) have been guessed. The flaw is similar
to that of Section II.2.D.

Why is this treatment faulty, since the system (2.60) is rigorous, whatever the arbitrary
choice of the operators of interest? As seen in Section II.2.B, since we have to consider
an ensemble average, it is necessary to choose the time t long enough, although still short
compared with the evolution time of the (Qj)'s. Equation (2.60) then yields:

jt (Q.) (*) = - £ { / A'^(r)dr} x (Qi) (0 (2-66)

The critical assumption is that the function A',j(r) decay fastly enough to allow the
extension of the integral to infinity (Eq.(2.65)). This will be correct if the choice of the
operators Qj is good. It will be wrong if the choice of the Qj is bad. It is left to the reader
to prove it on a specific example.

Although this method is elegant and has the appearance of rigour, it suffers from the
fact that it requires a priori intelligent guesses about which variables should be included
into the "set of interest".



III. SPIN TEMPERATURE

The purpose of this lecture is to describe the main features associated with the concept

of spin temperature, as they evolved during the CO1S, and eventually reached the mature

state of a spin temperature theory. As will be seen below, the spin temperature concept,

in its most useful form, applies essentially to solids, and spin temperature theory is now

an essential tool in the practice of NMR in solids.

We limit ourselves throughout to the case when the only spin-spin interactions are

the ever-present dipole-dipole interactions. A selection of general references to the subject

of spin temperature is: Abragam1. Jeener22, Hebel"3, Goldman24, Slichter2, in addition

to the "historical" references: Pound25, Purcell and Pound26, Redfield27, Abraham and

Proctor28.

IH-I. Spin temperature ii. ero field

We begin by considering the case when no external field is applied, so that the spin

Hamiltonian reduces to the dipolar Hamiltonian Hp, which is time-independent in a solid.

The number of spins being very large, of the order of the Avogadro number, the energy

spectrum of Ho is quasi-continuous.

Let us consider the evolution of the density matrix a, as described by Eq.(1.7). In a

basis of eigenstates \i) of the Hamiltonian, of eigenvalues Ti,, we obtain for the evolution

of the diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements of a, respectively:

(«VtOlO = ('MO)Ii), (3.1)

(•'>(0|j> = (i\<r(0)\J) exp H(H, - «>)'] • (3.2)

The diagonal elements are constant in time, and the off-diagonal elements oscillate

without decaying.

If we consider the expectation value of an operator Q whose only non-vanishing matrix

rlements are off-diagon:1.!. v.v hnv.> according to Eq.(3.2):

(Q) IJ) = Tr {Qa{t)} = Ç{j|0l«){*M°)IJ> exp [-iJlyt], (3.3)

where Q u = H1-Hj.

Its is a sum of terms oscillating with a quasi-continuous spread of frequencies .-nul.
through destructive interference, it decays to zero.

As for an operator Q with only diagonal matrix elements, its expectation value i>
time-independent.

These facts led to the following approximations:
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i) After a time of the order of T2, defined loosely as the time of decay of all expectation

values of observables, it is assumed that the phases of the off-diagonal matrix elements of

a are randomly distributed, and that for all practical purposes they can be forgotten. This

is known as the random-phase approximation.

ii) Except in possible pathological cases, the expectation value of a diagonal operator Q

is the same as if the diagonal matrix elements were those of the most probable configuration

consistent with the actual value of the energy. This is known as the assumption that the

energy is the only constant of the motion.

The most probable configuration is a Boltzmann distribution of probabilities in the

various energy levels of the Haniiltonian. The corresponding density matrix is:

(T = CeKp [-dHD}. (3.4)

The coefficient $ has the dimension of an inverse temperature. More precisely, if Tip

is expressed in frequency units, so that the energy is:

E = h{HD), (3.5)

d is of the form:

3 = ft/fcBT, (3.6)

where kg is Boltzmann's constant and T is the spin temperature. The usual practice is

the call 0 the inverse spin temperature. Its value is adjusted so as to have:

(nD) = Tr {HDCJ} /Tr {a} = E/h. (3.7)

As for the coefficient £ of Eq.(3.4), it is adjusted so as to have:

Tr {a} = 1 (3.8)

It is known nowadays that the off-diiinunal elements of a are not at random, and that
Eq.(3.3) describes the building-up of multiple-quantum coherences that can be detected by
suitable excitations of the system. As for the expectation value of an off-diagonal operator,
its decay is not irreversible, as was long thought, and in some cases it can reappear in the
form of an echo through the refocussing of the matrix elements of Eq.(3.2) by proper
spin manipulations. In the absence of a tricky refocussing process used on purpose, the
random-phase approximation keeps a practical validity, and the form (3.4) for a provides
a pragmatically valid description of the properties of the system.

Most of NMR is performed in th>- o;h-temperature limit, such that for all eigenvalues
H, of Hp one has:

.M1 « 1.
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In this limit, Eq.(3.4) can be expanded to the first order in /3 :

n

where n is equal to the number of dimensions of the Hilbet space, so as to satisfy Eq.(3.S).

If we use reduced traces:
Tt A = ±

we can drop the factor \/n and use:

(3-9')

The high-temperature expression (3.91) of a, or its extension to a Hamiltonian Ti with

quasi-continuous spectrum as in the following, yields an enormous simplification in NMR

calculations, which explains in part the great variety of NMR methods that were developed

in connection with spin temperature theory.

We have so far disregarded the coupling of the spins with the lattice. Insofar as the

time necessary for reaching internal equilibrium is of the order of T2 ( typically a few tons

of microseconds), the spin temperature concept can have meaning only if the spin-lattice

relaxation time Ti is much longer than Ti. This is the case in solids, where T\ ranges from

a fraction of a millisecond to hours, months or years, depending on the system and on the

lattice temperature.

III-2. Spin temperature in low field

When an external field is applied, the spins experience a Zeeman interaction in addi-

tion to the dipolar interactions. Their Hamiltonian is:

•H = ~O1Z
J,-HD, (3.10)

where ^o = -',H^ is the Larnior frequency. If Aw'o i-=' the typical frequency ;isM>eiat(.!

with the dipolar interactions, the lo'v-field case is defined by the condition:

u,'o ~ AUJD, ( 3.11 )

i.e. the Zeeman coupling is low enough for the spectrum of H to retain its quasi-continuous
character. The same arguments as before can be used, leading to the conclusion rh.it after
a time of the order of T1 the system reaches a state of internal equilibrium characterized
by a temperature. This is described by a density matrix:

0=1-m. (3.12)
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The energy of the system is (in frequency units):

(H) = Tr {<TH} = -3 Tr {H2}
(3.13)

4 Tr (/:') + Tr(ft2
D)} - -Ii Tr I] {OJ2

0 + D\}

where the local frequency Di is defined through:

D\ = Tr(W2
D)/Tr(/2) (3.14)

One can dso define a local field Bi as:

B1 = Dih (3.15)

As a last remark, the energy spectrum has an upper, as well as a lower bound and,
if the initial energy is high enough, one may end up with a distribution of populations in
the most probable configuration where the population of a level is higher the higher its
energy. In order to fit the Boltzmann formula for populations:

P, oc exp [-EiIk3T], (3.16)

the case referred to above corresponds to a negative spin temperature. The only reason
why negative temperatures are not found in usual thermodynamic systems is that their
Hamiltonian contains a term of kinetic energy, whose spectrum extends to infinity.

Examples of Boltzmann distributions at positive and negative temperature are shown
in Fig.l.

III-3. Spin temperature in high field

We suppose now that the field is high, in the sense that:

5 > B L (3.17)

which corresponds to:

Let us split the dipolar Hamiltonian Hp into the part 7i'D that commutes with / ; and
the part H"n that is off-diagonal with respect to / : :

H=u:QI:+H'n+H"D. (3.1S)

The nondiagonal part W"D connects states of / . differing by AI- = ±1, ±2, whose Zeeman

energy differ by ±^0 and ±2^0. Since the matrix elements of H'p, of the order of
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DL, are much smaller than w0, it can be shown by a perturbation calculation that the

eigenvalues and eigenstates of H depend very little on H"D, which can therefore, for practical

purposes, be discarded. We use then in place of (3.18) a Hamiltonian of the form:

H = Vj0I. + H'o (3.19)

which is a sum of two commuting operators.

The expectation value of an operator Q varies according to:

If we choose for Q either the Zeeman interaction Z — uiolz or the trucated dipolar inter-
action H'D, they both commute with Ti and their expectation value is time-independent.
We have then two constants of the motion instead of one in zero or low field.

The most probable configuration consistent with the conservation of these quantities
corresponds to a density matrix:

a = £ exp [-«w0/.- - l3H'D]. (3.20)

The constants a and /3 are the inverse Zeeman and dipolar temperatures, respectively.

In the high-temperature limit, Eq.(3.20) reduces to:

a = 1 - auol; - j3H'D. (3.21)

The forms (3.20) or (3.21) for a were derived from purely statistical arguments. Their
plausibility can be checked by examining the various transitions that can take place within
the spin system

i) Transitions affecting the Zeeman order. Let us considei the levels for which th«-
value of / ' of individual spins are m + 1, m and m — 1 (Fig.2), differing in Z^eniPi energy
by .̂'o (in frequency units). Tho 'runcated dipolar Hamiltonian is a sum of two-particle
operators of the form:

H'o ~ -2I-X ~ \(I+Ï- + 1-1+ )• (3.22)

The last term on the right-hand side is able to induce flip-flop transitions whereby une spin
flips from level m to level m + 1, whereas another spin flips from level m to level >n - 1.
Such a transition takes place at constant energy and at constant value of (I:) = ^Z1 (P.) .

and produces the following change of the Zeeman level populations:

+ 1) = + 1 . Ap(m) = - 2 . A/>(m - 1 ) = +1 .
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We see then that flip-flop transitions are able to redistribute at constant (I:) the popula-
tions of the various Zeeman levels. The most probable distribution, reached eventually, is
a Boltzmann one, characterized by the constant a in Eq.(3.20).

ii) Tiansition affecting the dipolar order. Each Zeeman level is broadened by the
dipolar interactions and there may be at a given time a distribution of populations of
the dipolar levels within each Zeeman manifold. Let us consider a flip-flop transition
of two spins between levels m and m + 1, such as shown in Fig.3. Although it takes
place at constant energy, it is able to change the populations within the dipolar levels of
each Zeeman manifold, and end up with the most probable (Boltzmann) distribution of
population among these levels, characterized by the constant /3 in Eq.(3.20). However,
there is no exchange between (Z) = UJQ (I2) and WD, because such an exchange (under the
effect of H"D) must conserve the total energy, and (Z) can change only in steps of u.'o which
is much more than can be accomodated by the dipolar energy in high field.

There is, therefore, no reason why a should be equal to /3.
Since both the spectra of o.'o/: and Ti'D are limited upwards as well as downwards,

each of the Zeeman or dipolar temperatures may be either positive or negative.
An example of distribution with unequal temperatures is shown in Fig.4.
According to Eq.(3.21), we have:

(L) = Tr (Isa) = -aw0 TV (7?) (3.23)

(H'D) = - i Tr CH1I) = -/3 D2 Tr (I])

where the local frequency D in high field is defined through:

D2 = T

We define likewise a local field in high field through:

B'i =

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

It is seen from Eqs.(3.23) and (3.24) that, as a result of the high-temperature approxima-
tion, the Zeeman energy o.-0 (/_-) depends only on the Zeeman inverse temperature a, and
the dipolar energy (H'D) depends only on the inverse dipolar temperature /3.

The considerations developed above can be generalized to systems with unequally
spaced levels: systems containing different spin species, or involving quadrupole as well
as Zeeman interactions. There ar<> as many independent temperatures at equilibrium as
independent constants of the motion.
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III-4. R.f. irradiation in high field

We come back to a system containing one spin species only and subjected to Zeeman
plus dipolar interactions.

If the system is irradiated with a r.f. field of frequency u; close to the Larmor frequency
u;0, the r.f. field will induce transitions that will modify both the Zeeman and the dipolar
energies, and the density matrix will not remain of the form (3.21). However, the induced
transitions are subjected to restrictions that result in the existence of a new constant of
the motion. This is shown as follows.

Let us analyse what happens when the spin systems absorbs one r.f. photon:
It energy increases by:

8E = tiu. (3.27)

The only elementary transition that the r.f. field can produce is the flip of an individual
spin corresponding to |Am| = 1. In the present case, it produces an increase of the Zeeman
energy equal to:

6(Z) = hu0. • (3.28)

Since the total energy must be conserved, the dipolar energy is modified through
flip-flop transitions by the amount:

6 {H'D) = 6E - 6(Z) = h{uj - W0), (3.29)

whence, according to Eqs.(3.2S) and (3.29),

6 (H'D) + ^^^6(Z) = 6 [(H1D) + U0 - -;) (/..)} = « (3.30)

The expectation value of U0 - a.' )IZ + H'n does not vary: it is a constant of the motion.
In the steady state, the density matrix is, therefore, of the form:

n= <>xp \-

This result can be obtained by a different route, as follows. If we use a frame rotating
at the frequency ui around the direction of the steady field B0, the applied rotating field B\
looks static. The equation of evolution of the density matrix, as viewed from this rotating
frame, is:

— à = -i[Heff,à}, (3.32)

i.e. it is governed by an effective time-independent Hamiltonian of the form:

ftefr = U0 - -;)/_- + U)1Ix + H'D = A/, + Uj1I1 + n'D (3.33)
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with W1 = —-yJBi.
This is a "low field" Hamiltonian. in an effective field of transverse component Bx and

longitudinal component:
B0+uh. (3.34)

By the same argument as in actual low field, the equilibrium form of the density
matrix in this reference frame is:

à = £ exp [-3(AIZ +UJiI1 + W0)]. (3.35)

When aJi is very small, the term ^J111 can be neglected. Since both Ix and H'D are
invariant by rotation around O;. it is immaterial to stay in the rotating frame, and we
recover from Eq.(3.35) the same form as (3.31). In the general case, Eq.(3.35) is said to
define a spin temperature in the rotating frame.

The effective energy in the rotating frame is:

+u2
i+D2)Ti(I2

:). (3.36)

III-5. Value and evolution of the spin temperature

Let H be the constant Hamiltonian of the system and a, its initial, nonequilibrium
density matrix. The latter will evolve towards a final equilibrium form:

CT7 = I - m. (3.37)

The evolution takes place at constant energy:

Tr(V1H) = Tr(Cf7W) = -3 TT (H2). (3.3S)

whence the value of the inverse temperature:

Among the various ways of starting from nonequilibrium it is possible, once equilibrium
has been achieved with respect to a given Hamiltonian,

- to produce a sudden change of the density matrix, by r.f. pulses;
- to produce a sudden change of the Hamiltonian. for instance in the rotating frame

by changing the amplitude, and/or phase, and/*.', frequency of the r.f. field. We analyze
below this latter case.
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Aj Sudden change of the HamiJtonian

Starting from equilibrium with a Hamiltonian equal to H1. that is with a density

matrix:

O1 = I-S1H1 (3.40)

where J1 is the initial inverse spin temperature, the Hamiltonian is suddenly changed to

the form 1H/, and one waits for the establishment of a new equilibrium, of density matrix:

(3.41)

The value of the new inverse temperature j3/ is obtained from Eq.(3.39), with H = H/

and Oi of the form (3.40).

This yields:
3i - *J*M ,3.42,
J- Tr [H))

B) Adiabatic variation of the Hnniiltonian

A completely different evolution results from an adiabatic variation of the Hamilto-
nian. Such a variation is defined as being so slow that the system is at all times very close
to equilibrium. The evolution then takes place at constant entropy. The simplest way
of obtaining the form of the entropy at high temperature is through the therniodynamic
expression:

dE=TdS, (3.43)

i.e. to within a constant:

dS = /SdE, (3.43')

whence, by integration:

rE , j

S - S 0 = J d E ' = | / j £ ' | £ - I E d 3 ' . (3.44)
Jo Jn

In the high-temperature limit, we have:

whence:

5 = const - - , J 2 T r ( W 2 ) . (3.45)

During an adiabatic variation of the Hamiltonian, the inverse spin temperature varies
according to:

, 1
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In the rotating frame, for instance, we obtain:

.i -x 1 — (3.47)

The slow variation can be that of A, -1I or D.

We consider in more details the so-called Adiabatic Demagnetization in the Rotating
Frame (in short ADRF)29. which consists in the following sequence.

i) Start the irradiation of the system at a distance from resonance:

A>u;, ,Z) (3.4S) :

ii) Decrease A slowly to zero, by a sweep of either the r.f. frequency or the external

field,

iii) Decrease LU1 slowly to zero.

We have initially:

H,~AI., a, = 1 - AA/, (3.49)

and finally:

Hf = H'D. Vf = I-P1H
1D (3.49')

The initial inverse temperature ^1 is related to the lattice inverse temperature BL

through:
(/..)_ = - J 1 A Tr (I]) = -dLua Tr (/2) (3.50)

whence:

3,= i3L(w0/A) (3.51(

According to the condition (3.4S) and the relations (3.49), (3.49') and (3.50). Eq.(3.47

then yields, for the final dipolar inverse temperature:

1f = 3L{«i0/D)-»3L (3.52

The effect of ADRF is to turn Zeeman order into secular dipolar order. The conditioi
for the demagnetization to be adiabatic is:

dA
-r-«u. ' f (3.53
at

The increase of entropy d. :ig a quasi-adiabatic ADRF is analyzed in Ref.( 24), ch.5
The production of dipolar order from Zeeman order can be made much more quickly

through the use of pulses'10, but not so efficiently as by ADRF.
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III-6. What gives rise to a r.f. signal?

NMR studies proceed through the observation of NMR signals. The question of the

origin and shape of NMR signals is therefore central to NMR and it goes much beyond the

subject of spin temperature.

The present section analyzes some features of transient NMR signals, that is those

following excitation but observed in the absence of excitation. They qualify to the name of

Free Induction Decay signals, even when they differ from what is usually called FID. The

motivation for this analysis in the present lecture is that these signals are at the heart of

some experimental tests of Spin Temperature Theory to be described in the next section.

What one measures in the r.f. coil of a NMR probe is a transverse processing m;ie;-

netization, proportional to a spin component either along Ox or along Oy in the frame

rotating at the Larmor frequency:

(Jx)(O = Tr

or:

(Jff)(O = Tr HOJy}

where ff(0 is t n e density matrix in the rotating frame. The effective Hamiltonian in that
frame being limited to the secular spin-spin interactions, that we suppose to he purely
dipolar, we have:

ff(0= exp (~iH'Dt)a(O) exp (iH'Dt) (3.341

where a(Q) is the initial density matrix.

The most obvious and most common case is that when <r(0) contains a term in I1- or

Iy. Such a case happens for instance when one starts from thermal equilibrium:

<req = 1 — 3LU.<OI:

and apply a pulse, any of 90° around Oy. Then:

and the FID signal is:
S = (I1) =Tr{à(*)J,}

(3..VJI

where the FID shape G(O is equal to:

G(O = Tr {exp ( -iH'Dt)IT exp (ïH'Dt)Ix) /Tr {Ij) (3.3G)
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with G(O) = 1. This shape should more properly bear the name of Zeeman FID shape.

If the pulse is around -Ox. the signal is along Oy :

S = (J,) = -d L w 0 Tr (I2
y)G{t) (3.57)

The Zeeman FID signal is therefore in quadrature with the pulsed r.f. field. Its \

amplitude yields a measurement of (I:) prior to the pulse. AU this is well known. i

Let us now look at the derivative of G(t). We obtain from Eq.(3.56): ;

^ = Tr {exP (-'H'Dt)(-i [H'DJZ]) exp (iH'Dt)It} /Tr (Jx
2) (3.5S) ;

By inspection of this formula, we conclude that if the initial density matrix is equal

to:

<7(0) = A j[Jr,ft(
D] + P (3.59)

where P yields no signal, one will observe a FID signal along Ox :

S = (Jx) = A T r ( J x ) ^ (3.60)

Likewise, if <r(0) is of 'he form:

T(O) = A i[Iy,H'D] + P (3.61)

one will observe the same kind of signal, but along Oy.

Now, according to lecture 1. H'D is a linear combination of tensorial operators T°( Ji, J, ),
i.e. it is a tensorial operator To.
According to the properties of 2nd rank tensorial operators (Eq.(1.46)), we have:

(3.62)
=N/3/2(r1-r_1)

From the observation of a signal proportional to dG/dt, and from its phase, it is thon
possible to determine thr initial values of (T1) and (T_i) .

As an application of this result, we can measure the secular dipolar energy (H'D) = (To)
by determining the part of that is proportional to Wp31- The way to do this is to
transform H'D = T0 partly into T\ and TL1. For instance, a pulse of angle 6 around Oy

transforms, according to Eq.(1.54a), T0 into:

The maximum signal is obtained for 8 = IT/A. It is along Oy, that is in phase with the
pulsed r.f. field. The density matrix must contain no interfering terms.
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III-7. Verifications of Spin Temperature Theory

A; General

High temperature

All consequences of Spin Temperature Theory in the high-temperature domain have

been thoroughly tested, as described e.g. in Ref.(24), in zero and low field, in high field

with or without r.f. irradiation, as regards the form of a and its incidence on signal

shapes, the effect of sudden and adiabatic variations, the effect of spin-lattice relaxation,

the dynamics of establishment of thermal equilibrium in the rotating frame, adiabatic

cross-over of resonance frequencies, etc...

Low temperature

Non-linear effects in Spin Temperature have been studied, when the inverse temper-
atures a and /3 are so high that it is no longer permissible to expand the density matrix:

a = i exp (-au>0Iz - ffiD) (3-63)

to the first order in a and 3. In that case, the Zeeman and dipolar energies. u.'o {/.-) and

{H'p), are non-linear functions of both a and /3.

When a = C and /3 is large enough, one observes a symmetry breaking in the form
of nuclear magnetic ordering in a variety of forms: ferromagnetism, antiferromagnetism,
helimagnetism, in agreement with the predictions of approximate theories.
The general reference for the low temperature domain is Abragam and Goldman'1".

All these studies, both at high and low spin temperature, provide detailed verifications
of the general validity of the concept of Spin Temperature. But...

Limitations

One of the basic assumptions of the Temperature Concept, namely ihe Random Phase
Approximation, is not valid: under the effect of a static Hamiltonian, the evolution of
the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix is deterministic, and their phases are not

random. In usual thermodynamic systems there is no way to prove it by recovering lost
signals, and it has become a matter of philosophical profound thought to wonder that
time-reversal-invariant elementary laws give rise to irreversibility in macroscopic- systems.
Spin systems are particular in that it is possible to mimick time reversal by proper spin
manipulations and to refocus the transverse elements of the density matrix. This was
most dramatically shown by the "'magic sandwich" experiment33. Much more sophisticated
manipulations are described e.g. in Ref.(34) and in other lectures of this School. Besides
enlarging the possibilities of NMR. as a tool for the study of condensed nmttcr, these
experiments contribute to the progress of philosophy by proving that macroscopic systems
are not irreversible, after all.
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Bj The case of effective Hamiltonians

We come back to high temperatures and describe in this section illustrations of the

validity of the concept of Spin Teinperatiire in the particular case when the evolution of

the spin system is produced by an effective Hamiltonian.

We begin by recalling the stroboscopic analysis of systems subjected to a periodic f

Hamiltonian20'35, of period TC. The evolution from 0 to rc is described by a unitary operator: ;

C(O: r,.) = Texp {-i / H(t)dt}
Jo

(3.64)

where T is the Dyson chronological operator. The evolution operator from nrc to ( n + l)r,-

is likewise:
/•(n+l)rc

U(nrc;(n + l)rr) = T exp {-i / H(t)dt) (3.05)
J nre

Since Ti(t) is periodic with period rc the operations (3.64) and (3.65) are equal, so

that:

c)
n (3.66)

The operator C(O; rc) being unitary, it can alway: be written under the form:

f(0; re)= exp(~ifirc) (3.67)

where H is a Hermitian operator. We obtain from Eq.(3.66):

r(0w?r f) = exp (-iTi nrc) (3.6S)

If the system is observed only at the stroboscopic times t = nrc, its state is found to

be the same as if it hp.d evolved under the effect of a Hamiltonian equal to Ti. which is

for that reason called the effective Hamiltonian (In the next lecture, it will be called the

stroboscopic Hamiltonian).

The cases of interest are those when the period rc is so short that C(O; rc) differs little

from unity. In that case the effective Hamiltonian is, to the lowest order, equal to the

average of the time-dependent Hamiltonian over a period:

1 fTc

H = - H(t)dt (3.69)
Tc Jo

The approximation can be pushed to higher orders, and Ti. can be calculated in the form

of an expansion in powers of rr. known as the Magnus expansion.

The major motivation for using periodic Hamiltonians (with a modulation produced

either by multipulses or by mechanical sample rotation) has been to study the evolution

of a spin system under the effect of a tailored Hamiltonian. It can however also be used in
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connection with Spin Temperature Theory. Since the evolution at the stroboscopic times.

nrc is the same as that due to the effective Hamiltonian H (to which can be associated a

time T2), it can be expected that, for:

n - r c > r 2 (3.70)

the system will reach a steady-state corresponding to a density matrix:

a = 1-3 H (3.71)

This will be true only at the stroboscopic times nrc. In the case of multipulses. for instance,

the state of the system changes wildly during a cycle and, if observed stroboscopically at

different phases of the cycle, say t = nrr + 0. the "steady-state" density matrix will be

very different from Eq.(3.71).

We present two illustrations of the validity of Eq.(3.71).

In the first case36, following an ADRF on the 1 9F spins of a CaF2 sample, the system

was subjected to pulses of successive angles 6 and — d around Oy in the rotating frame,

at regular time intervals r (Fig.5). The two forms of the Hamiltonian, over the period

TC = 2r being Hx =H'D and:

Hi = exp ( -iOIy )H'D exp ( i6Iy ) ( 3.72 )

the average Hamiltonian H is, according to Eq.(1.54a):

H = \(HX +H2)

- 1 + 3 ~~
4

3~

0 - W- cs (Ti - r_ i ) (3.(3)

The term in (T1 - T L j of thr density matrix (3.71) is determined from the FID <\z,i\-.A

observed at the end of the pulse sequence. As for the term in T0, it is determined ;is
follows. One waits a time longer than T? after the end of the pulse sequence, so as to allow
the density matrix to reach the new equilibrium form:

<Tf = l-!3fH'D (3.741

where, according to Eq.(3.42). the inverse temperature dj is related to 3 through:

3f _ T r {H'DH}
_

3 Tr {H%} 4
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and 0f is measured from the signal following a TT/4 pulse. (Both signals are schematically
shown in Fig.5). The calibrated results are shown in Figure 6 and compared with theoret-
ical expectation. The agreement is wry good. The departure from this simple theory at
large nutation angles 6 is due mostly to the finite duration of the pulses.

The second case concerns a series of experiments on the protons of adamant nue3 ' '38 in
which these spins were subjected to multipulse sequences of the types WHH-4, MREV-S
and HW-8, whose basic sequences are shown in Figure 7. The cycles end in the middle
of the large windows. For suitable pulse angles (TT/2 for 6 pulses), their result is that
the truncated dipolar interactions H'D yield a vanishing lowest-order contribution to Ti.
These sequences are used for high-resolution in solids, as discussed at length in Refs.(20)
and (35). In the general case, the effective Hamiltonian is a sum of 2nd rank tonsorial
components that depends on the pulse angle 8.

Experimentally, following an ADRF, one of these pulse sequences was applied, either
with pulse angle starting from 0 and growing slowly up to a value 8, (Figure 8a), or directly
with pulse angle equal to 8 (Figure Sb). The former case corresponds to an adiabatic
evolution of the effective Hamiltonian. and the latter case to a sudden variation.

The terms in To, in the final density matrix were measured by waiting longer than Z2

and observing the signal after a 7r/4 pulse. The results are shown in Figure 9 for the three
pulse sequences, together with theoretical predictions. The results depart from theory only
for 8 very close to 7r/2, that is when the effective Hamiltonian H nearly vanishes to the
lowest order, and its form is dominated by higher order terms in the Magnus expansion.

The terms in T\ and T_i were measured for the adiabatic pulse sequences by observing
the components of the signals along Ox and Oy following the end of the sequences.

The results are shown in Fig. 10. together with the theoretical curves.

As for the terms in I2 + T_2, in the density matrix (3.71) at the end of an adiabatic
sequence, their measurement requires a special procedure. The pulse sequence is followed
by a 7r/2 pulse either along Ox or along Oy. One then waits a time longer than T>. in order
for the density matrix to reach the form (3.74). and measures (3f from the signal following
a 7T/4 pulse. The sequence is shown in Figure 11.

A detailed calculation not given here38 shows that in the difference of the density
matrices resulting from TT/2 pulses around Oa: and Oy, following an adiabatic sequence,
the term in T0 is proportional to that of (T2 + TL2) at the end of the adiabatic sequence.
The latter can therefore be determined from the difference of the signals measured at the
end of the experimental sequences depicted in Figure 11. The results are shown in Figure
12, together with the theoretical curves.

The overall agreement between theory and experiment provides a further proof of the
applicability of the Spin Temperature concept to the case of effective Hamiltonians. proves
the feasibility of adiabatic evolution of such a Hamiltonian, and the detailed form of H as
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a function of final pulse angle 0, in Eq.(3.71), for all three sequences used.
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IV. THE CASE OF A PERIODIC HAMILTONIAN

IV-I. Introduction

We have referred in the preceding lecture to the use of periodic Hamiltonians for the
purpose of high-resolution in solids, as described in detail in Refs.(20) and (35). and in a
more elementary fashion in Ref.(32).

There are essentially two different methods of production and use of periodic Hamilto-
nians. The first one consists in the application of multipulse sequences and the observation
of the transverse magnetization at stroboscopic times nrc, in appropriate windows between
pulses. The density matrix at these times is of the form:

a(nrc) - exp (—i HsnTc)a(0) exp (i7isnTc) (4.1)

where 1Hs is the stroboscopic Hamiltonian, which can be calculated in the form of a series
in increasing powers of the cycle time rc through the Magnus expansion (In fact, the real
expansion parameter is AU,TC, where Au; is the typical frequency of the instantaneous
Hamiltonian).

The pulse sequences are chosen in such a way that in principle the homonuclcar
dipolar interactions yield a vanishing contribution to the stroboscopic Hamiltonian, and
the effective Zeeman interactions in the rotating frame are only scaled down, by a known
factor. These methods are mostly used for high-resolution of systems with abundant
nuclear spins, typically protons in organic solids, in the form of either single crystals or
powders. In the latter case, the spectrum of each chemically distinct nuclear species has an
average frequency, width and shape characteristic of its average and anisotropic chemical
shifts.

The second method is Magic Angle Spinning, or MAS39'40, where the sample is sub-
jected to fast mechanical spinning around an axis making an angle 8 with the direction of
the external magnetic field BQ. This results in a periodic modulation of the orbital part of
the various interactions. When the angle 8 is given the "magic" value:

8= cos-^l/x/â) (4.2)

the average value of 2"d order spherical harmonics Y° vanishes, and their periodic parts
involve the frequencies ±Q and ±2!7, where fi is the spinning frequency.

In contradistinction with the case of multipulse excitation, the FID signal is observed
continuously, that is with a timr resolution much shorter than the period:

(4.3)

of the Hamiltonian modulation.
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If the frequency Q. is very fast compared with the frequency width Aw of the Hamilto-
nian in the rotating frame, the effect of these periodic terms is negligible on the evolution
of the system. These are essentially the dipolar and anisotropic chemical shift interac-
tions. The spectrum then consists of a series of sharp lines, at frequencies determined by
the average chemical shifts of the various kinds of nuclei. At lower spinning frequencies,
one observes in addition to these peaks, series of sidebands whose frequency separation is
equal to Q.

Let us consider for instance the case of nuclei with negligible dipolar interactions. This
is approximately valid for 13C nuclei in organic solids, decoupled from the protons, thanks
to their low isotopic abundance (~ 1%) and moderate gyromagnetic ratio (~ 10 MHx
per Tesla). In a substance containing several different chemical types of carbon, the 13C
spectrum after proton decoupling is a superposition cf individual powder spectra, whose
overlap may completely inhibit the extraction of information. Under fast magic angle
spinning, the observation of sharp lines brings back some information: number of differ-
ent chemical sites, through their average chemical shift, and their relative concentration.
However, all information on the anisotropy of the nuclear shielding tensors is lost. Thi.s
last information can however be retreived from the relative intensities of the sidebands al
lower spinning frequencies, provided one is able to calculate these relative intensities for
a powder, as a function of spinning frequency and of the principal values of the nuclear
shielding tensor. This is precisely the case when dipolar interactions are negligible, so that
each nuclear spin can be considered as isolated. The effective Hamiltonian of a given spin
species, in the rotating frame, is of the form:

H{t) = 6(t)Ii (4 4)

The Hamiltonians at various times commute with each other, and the evolution oper-
ator at time t is:

JO

= exp i-i I1 / 6(t')dt'\ (4.5)

Detailed calculations have been made by Herzfeld and Berger41, and their results preseiueù
in the form of charts of practical usefulness. The success of MAS for 13C in organic solids
has motivated an extension of its use to many other nuclear species, with two consequences.
Firstly, for nuclei / > 1/2 with quadrupole interactions, the only observable transition:
+ 1/2 '—> - 1 / 2 . is broadened by 2nd order quadrupole effects which involve spherical
harmonics of order 0,2 and 4. It is on'y those of order 2 that are averaged to zero by the
MAS. This case is analyzed in other lectures of this school, and it will not be considered
further. The second consequence is that when the magnetic spins under study do not, have
a small isotopic abundance, their dipolar interactions may no longer be negligible. They
are likely to contribute to the intensity of the spinning sidebands. It is useful to calculate
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these contributions, firstly in order to derive from experiment the correct principal values
of the ni'.'oar shielding tensors, and secondly, if possible to derive information on the
relative c ;ratation of interspin vectors and shielding tensor principal axes.

The main problem associated with such an analysis is the fact that the secular dipolar
homonuclear Hamiltonians at different phases of the sample spinning do not commute with
one another, which makes it much more difficult to calculate the evolution operator.

Besides its obvious practical usefulness for the exploitation of MAS spectra, the general
problem of the evolution of a spin system subjected to a periodic Hamiltonian has a
fundamental character. This problem was addressed by Buishvili and Menabde42, who
solved it to the lowest order. A slightly different formulation was given by Mehring (Ref.20,
p. 310), leading to the same result.

The extension of the theory to higher orders of approximation43 within the formalism
of Mehring, is the subject of the present lecture.

IV-2. Fast modulation

We use a frame rote g at about the center of gravity of the average Larmor frequen-
cies of the various homonuclear spins under study, and we assume in the present section
that the effective Hamiltonian in this frame has a frequency spread Aw much smaller than
the spinning frequency Cl. The successive approximations for the evolution of the system
will correspond to increasing powers in (Aw/H).

A) The basic equations

The effective Hamiltonian in the rotating frame is:

H = Ho + ] T Hm exp (imSît) (4.6)

where Ho and Hm are small compared with ft. The effect of the oscillating terms on the
evolution of the system will be small. =>id this evolution will be essentially determined by
HQ- This is the first order approximation, which presided to the design of MAS.

To go further, we write the density matrix cr(t) of the system under the form:

a(t) = (T0(O 4- ] T a™W exP (I™*1*) (4-7)
m^iO

where a0 and <rm evolve slowly ou the time scale fi"1, and furthermore one has. for cadi
m / 0 :

crm «cr0 (4.S)

This has a meaning only when comparing their contributions to the expectation value
of a physical variable. Eq.(4.S) simply expresses the fact, physically evident, that the
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fast oscillation of small interactions produces small oscillations on the value of physical

variables.

By inserting the forms (4.6) and (4.7) of H and a into the Liouville-von Neumann

Equation (2.2), and separating the different orders m, we obtain, for m = 0 :

^ Y, [H-m,<Tm]

and, for m j^.O :

&m +UTlQan, = -i[Hm,(T0]- ^[Hm-p, <Tp] (4.10)

The separation of a(t) into the various terms am is not as obvious as it may seem.

Consider for instance the modulus of a particular matrix element (i\cr(t)\j), and its Fourier

transform:

/ (i|ff(t)|j)exp(iu;Odt (4.11)

According to Eq.(4.7), this Fourier transform consists of narrow peaks centred at the
frequencies pfi. However, since the am are time-dependent, the various peaks have a finite
width, and their wings "spill" over the neighbouring peaks. As a consequence, a given <jm

also yields some oscillation at the frequencies m ± 1, m ± 2, e t c . , so that the definition of
the various am suffers from some arbitrariness. This arbitrariness disappears if they are
de&ied by Eqs.(4.9) and (4.10).

B) The next order approximation

Since the evolution of crm is slow on the time scale fi~\ àm is much smaller than

imQom, on the left-hand side of Eq.(4.10) and in a first step, it may be ignored. One

obtains then, to the lowest order of approximation:

^ H m , C T 0 ] (4.12)

where we have used Eq.(4.S). Inserting the result (4.12) into Eq.(4.9) yields:

The last term on the right-hand side can be modified as follows. First of all, by
changing m into —m, we have:

(4.14)
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Secondly, according to the general and well-known relation:

[A, [B. C]] = [[-4, B], C] + [B, [A. CU (4.15)

we have:
[Hm.[n-m,ffo)} = [[Hm,n-m).ao] + [H-m.[Hm,ao]] (4.1G)

We obtain then from Eq.(4.14):

^ Q [«-•»- [Wm,*o]] = ~

The evolution of <7o is then, according to Eq.(4.13):

6-0 = -i[H,a0] (4.1S)

where the effective Hamiltonian W is equal to:

W = WoH- ] £ ^ [Wm,W-m] (4.19)

This is the result of Buishvili and Menabde42, recovered by Mehring20. The point that
has been strongly emphasized by these authors is that this effective Hamiltonian is not the
same as the stroboscopic Hfuniltonian Hs to the same order of approximation. It is easy
to verify that the Magnus expansion yields:

^ o , n m } (4.20)

These expressions coïncide only when 1HQ = 0.

C) The general expansion

When expanding the approximation to higher orders, it is no longer permissible to
neglect the term <rm on the left-hand side of Eq.(4.10). This may seem too bad. because
otherwise, the expansé -i of am could have been obtained by a straightforward iteration
procedure. The way o is to express am in the form of a sum:

Tm = A111 + \lm (4.21)

where An, is chosen so as to allow its expansion through such an iteration. As will become1

clear later on. the calculation of the remaining part, / i m , can be made step by step, in ;i
systematic fashion.
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We define then Am through:

j-i \ • rnj i • \ fly \ 1 IA 00 \

(771SiAn, = —I [n.m,<7o\ — I 2 _ , 1^">-P ' ^p] (1.H)

whence, by iteration: \

, y ^ 1 [Km ^ [w ^ 0 J j + (4-23) j

This is written symbolically as: '

Am = E ^ m ' <4-24'

where Am oc Q~k. and is a function of the various Hp and of <ra.

According to Eqs.(4.10) and (4.21) we have:

,I711 = J-(Xn+P ) - J - [Wm_p, pi) (4.25)
mS2 nisi

By analogy with Eq.(4.24), we can write, for any quantity Q expanded in powers of

Q = 7^TQW (4.26)
k

where: Q(k) oc ÎÏ"*, and Eq.(4.25) yields:

An example of operator Q is <TQ for which we have, according to Eqs.(4.9) and (4.21):

(4.28)

As for Am , since the only dependence of Am on time is through a0, it is a sum of several
terms, as explained below. Let us write:

ZJfVo) (4.20)

which is proportional to Q~'r. If, in its time derivative we select the term <rô'\ proportional
to fi~T, we obtain a term proportional to f2~<P+'?\ which contributes to A^+ ' '1. This
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contribution is written symbolically A^' ' . Since for An, we have k > 1, and for &0 ,

Ic > 0, we obtain:

To the lowest order, we have, according to Eqs.(4.23) and (4.28):

( ' ) ^ W m ' ^ ° ' f f o 1 1 (4.31)

The lowest order for ^n, is k = 2. and we obtain from Eq.(4.27):

^m' = ?ôï[«m,[«O,*o]l (4-32)

from which it is possible to calculate step by step ycm , (im , etc...

In the rest of this lectures, we limit the explicit calculations to k = 2. According to

Eqs.(4.21), (4.23) and (4.32), we have, to this order:

1 i

- - ^ â [
i

W m ' < T o ! + ^ ô 2 [ [ W o i W m ] l ' T o 1
 ( 4 3 3 )

^[Hm-P,[HP,o0]]

where m ^ 0 everywhere, and the primed sum corresponds in addition to p ^ 0 and p ̂  m.

We have used Eq.(4.15) for deriving (4.33).

The evolution of the average density matrix <TQ

By inserting the form (4.33) for am into Eq.(4.9), we obtain:

• \ n i 1

( 4 -3 4 )

Tl.P

The form of the last term on the right-hand side is derived from the term:

by a procedure similar to that used for the derivation of Eq.(4.17): systematic use of
Eq.(4.15) and change of the names of the indices. It is however much more complicated in
the present case.
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One should note that when Ha - 0, Eq.(4.34) takes the form:

ào = -i[H,<ro] (4.35)

with: 1 1

1
+3

fix,p

so that we have:

ffo(t)= exp (-iHt)ao(Q) exp [Mt) (4.37)

The evolution of a0 is determined by a unitary transformation and there only remains to

determine its initial form (To(O), which is not equal to ff(0), as will be seen shortly.

On the other hand, when Wo does not vanish, the evolution of <7Q, is not through a

unitary transformation, and is not evident a priori. It can be found through the use of an

auxiliary operator, as shown next.

The operator p

We have seen above that the stroboscopic density matrix:

<r(nrc) = <ro(nrc) + ^CT m (n r c ) (4.21)
m

evolves under the influence of an effective Hamiltonian fis that c a n be calculated through
the Magnus expansion. We now define for any time t the operator:

which coincides with a for r = nrr. Tf will be shown iater that its evolution is governed
by Hs- In any case, it is initially eqw.u to <r(0) and is therefore adapted at predicting the
signal amplitudes.

According to Eq.(4.33), its form up to terms in fi~2 is:

f

p. m
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Being an expansion in powers of fi ' . this expression can be inverted so as to yield the
expression of U0 as a function of p. One obtains the following result:

(4.40) \

m,p

whence also, when inserted into Eq.(4.33)

[ ? W

(4 41)

MAS sideband intensities

If, starting from thermal equilibrium, we apply a TT/2 pulse, we have:

The integrated amplitude of the sideband of order m, in the Fourier transform of the FID
signal (I+) (t), is equal to:

I7n = Tr {I+am(Q)} (4.42)

In order that the lowest order approximation for <rm (Eq.(4.41)) yields a contribution
to the sideband, Hm must be proportional to Iz, i.e. it must correspond to an anisotropic
chemical shift:

This contribution is proportional to

^ Tr

This may be observed in a single crystal, but not in a powder where the average of à,n
vanishes41. For a powder, thr lowest order form of the sideband signal is:

m , / r]} (4.43)
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Contributions to this signal arise not only from the anisotropic chemical shift, but

also from the dipolar interaction terms:

•w _ \ p \opji ipv 4. p I
• • ;

with no interference between them because one of them is linear and the other one bilinear

in spin operators. The form of Ft) depends on the order in.

The important result is that the dipolar interactions do contribute to the sideband

intensities, and that this contribution can be calculated. This contribution exists even in

the absence of chemical shift anisotropy.

In a MAS experiment, the modulated parts Hm of the Hamiltonian correspond to

—2 < m < 2 (Except for the second-order shift of the central Larmor frequency for

quadrupolar nuclei), and the expressions above are only valid for these values of in. In

order to calculate the intensities of the sidebands further removed from the central line, it

is necessary to expand am to orders higher than Q,~2.

The calculation above is too restrictive in so far as the most interesting practical cases

correspond to modulated chemical shifts that are not small compared with fi. This will ho

analyzed in a later section.

EvoJution of the operator p

We want to show that the evolution of the operator p is governed at all times by the
stroboscopic operator "Hs, i.e. that we have:

p(t) - exp (-iHst)p(O) exp (iHst) (4.44)

We know this to be true at the stroboscopic times t = TITC. The plausibility of Eq.( 4.44)

can be established by the following argument. Let us write p(t) imder the form:

pit) = exp (-iHst)p(O) exp (iHsl) + £(t) (4.45)

with s(nTc) = 0.

If the operator L.t) does not vanish identically, it is a periodic function of time, and it can
be written:

-:(t) = C0(O + V em(t) exp (imÇlt) (4.4G)

For m T̂  0. this is in contradiction with the fact that a0 and the om evolve slowly
and do not exhilr* fast oscillations. We must therefore have em H 0. As for ea(t), which is
constrained not UJ be periodic, to evolve slowly and to vanish at the stroboscopic times,
the only possibility for it is to vanish too: £0 = 0.
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The validity of Eq.(4.44) can be established directly within the approximation used in

this article. The calculation is cumbersome and we limit ourselves in giving its principle.

It goes through the following steps.

I e ) The operator p is a function of CT0, given by Eq.(4.39):

whence:

2°) The time derivative CT0 is a function of a0, given by Eq.(4.34), whence:

3°) The operator CTQ is a function of p. given by Eq.(4.40), whence:

This last expression contains simple, double and triple commutators. Through a
systematic use of Eq.(4.15) and changes in the names of the subscripts, one obtains finally:

P=-i[Hs,p] (4.47;

which is equivalent to Eq.(4.44).

The form of 7ÎS is:

m *• "*

+ X , ^ 2 Q 2 1 5["Wn,,[W_m,Wm]]
m *• ~

+ [lH0,Hm}.(HQ-H-m)} I (4.4S)

' 1 (I

IV-3. Large anisotropic chemical shifts

In MAS experiments, it often happens that the periodic terms of Ti arising from the

anisotropic chemical shifts are not small compared with the spinning frequency fi. This

shows up by a rich pattern of sidebands. The treatment given above for analyzing the effect
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of the dipolar interactions on the sideband intensities must then obviously be modified.

As stated above, we still assume the dipolar interactions to be small compared with Q..

Let Ia be different kinds of spins in the sample. The Hamiltonian in the rotating

frame is of the form:

H =Y, 6V" + Yl d"'T" exP iimQt) + S H'om exP OmQi) (4.49)

In MAS, there is no static dipolar term.

The observed signal is:

(J+ ) (O= Tr I J ] J»«T(O J (4.50)

The gist of the method is to use the fact that a trace is invariant under a unitary trans-

formation, i.e. that if V(O is a unitary operator, Eq.(4.50) may be replaced by:

(J+)(O =Tr
i — i

(4.51)

This is the exact analogue of the use of an interaction representation: if the unitary
operator V(t) is denned through:

-^V(t) = iA(t)V[t) (4.52)
at

where V(Q) = 1, and A(t) is a Hermitian operator, we have:

à{t)

The evolution ofà(t) in this representation is governed by the effective Hamiltonian 'H'(t) =

H(t) — A(t). What we want is to be able to describe à(t) by an expansion analogous to
that used for a(t) in the case of fast modulation. The condition is that H'(t) he small
compared with ft, and that its (unavoidably present) oscillating terms contain no other
fundamental frequency than Q. Another condition for the problem to be tractable in that
the forms of both Tilt) and I+(t) be as simple as possible. These conditions dict;it<> tin»
form of the operator A(t).
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The second condition implies that A(O consists only of longitudinal terms. In order

to fulfil the first conditions, it is obvious that A(O must include all oscillating Zeeman

terms of the Hamiltonian (4.49). This however is not enough, because the effective static

frequencies 6Q may differ from one another by large amounts, and W(O which would

contain the static part of H would not be small. Neither would it be possible to include

this part into A(O, so as to remove it from W(Oi because then both W(O ai*d J+vO

would contain terms oscillating at frequencies which are not multiples of Q; it would not

be possible to expand à(t) under a form analogous to Eq.(4.7), and the usability of the

whole treatment of section IV-2 would be spoiled. The way out is through a compromise,

that is the choice:

A(O = X! rf\ P°Q + X *m exP (imClt) \ (4.54)
a K m J

where the pa are integers. The effective Hamiltonian W(O then contains the effective
static Zeeman frequencies:

6 (f = SQ — paQ (4.55)

and the pQ are chosen in principle so as to minimize these shifts. A similar representation

has been used for studying the MAS spectra of pairs of spins44'45.

The effective Hamiltonian W(O governing the evolution of cr(t) is then:

w = X)WDmexp(imfi0 V*
. m J (4.56)

The oscillating terms are purely dipolar, that is small and, if the static term W0 is also

small, the treatment given above can be used. The density matrix à(t) is of the form:

a = iTo + J ^ àm exp (imÇït) (4.57)
m

As for I°(t) it is equal to:

= n exp i(Pâlît + y 6°n I exp (4.5S)

As discussed at length by Herzfeld and Berger41, the exponential is a sum of terms
oscillating at multiples of Cl. weighted by Bessel functions of 6°n/mfi, that is:

(4.59)
;>
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In the absence of dipolar interactions, the Hamiltonian H' would be time-independent, and.

â(t) would solely consist of à0 ex I1. The intensity of the sideband of order p for the sp;ns

a would then be equal to Ç* (to within a trivial constant). When dipolar interactions are

taken into account, this intensity is:

E (4.60)

i.e. it is modified. This may be at the origin of difficulties sometimes encountered in

determining the principal values of the nuclear shielding tensors from the charts of Herzfrld

and Berger.

The dipolar interactions create other problems that are considered next.

A) Spin-spin relaxation

The width of the various sidebands is determined by the effective Hamiltonian Ti'

governing the evolution of &(t), and more precisely by the dipolar terms of 1H'. The latter

are sandwiched between the operators V(t) and V\t), which has the consequence that some

of the dipolar terms, that were oscillating in the rotating frame, become time-independent

in the new representation. This is only possible for dipolar flip-flop terms that do not

commute with the operator A(t) which determines the evolution of V(t). According to

Eqs.(4.53) and (4.54), it is elementary to show that one has, for such flip-flop terms:

V(t)H'DmVHt) = H1D7n^lI exp [USIt)

which yields a time-independent part fi'^n'H'Dm. This has been thoroughly studied, both
experimentally and theoretically in the case of pairs of homonuclear spins with different
chemical shifts46'47 and for pairs of of like spins observed stroboscopically48. Since the
part of the formerly oscillating dipolar interactions that become time-independent in the
interaction representation consists of flip-flop terms, these terms will actually produce flip-
flops only between those spins whose static Zeeman frequencies 6'0

a and 6$ iirc equal or
nearly equal. For unlike spins, the condition is, according to Eq.(4.55):

*o-*o = (Ps-Pc)V (4.01)

that is. it corresponds to spins whose Larmor frequencies differ by a multiple of the spin-
ning frequency. Under such "rotational resonance", one observes indeed drastic otfects of
broadening of the lines and of increased rate of polarization transfer between the spins1 '117.
For like spins, for which the condition:

tf = *o (4.62)
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is always satisfied, whatever fi. the condition for flip-flop terms of the form:

to become time-independent in the interaction representation is that these flip-flop terms
be affected by the passage to this representation, i.e. that they do not cimmute with the
operator A(t) (Eq.(4.54)). This means that there must be at least some m for which:

C-^O, (4.63)

which corresponds to the case of like spins with different orientations of their nuclear
shielding tensor principle axes48.

B) Application of the theory. Generalities

The condition for the preceding expansion to be valid is that the dipolar interactions
be small compared with the spinning frequency. For practical applications, the largest
number that can be considered as small is about 1/3. The above condition is then:

In powders, the contribution of (T1n(O) (m ^ 0) to the sideband pattern intensity is of order
{Au/Cl)2, relative to that of (To(O), that is at most of the order of 1/10. In the observed
pattern, which is the superposition of those originating from CT0 and the various <rm, the
relative intensities of different sideband pairs will depart, from those of independent spins
by a few per cent at most. Although quite visible, and definite witness of the effect of
dipolar interactions, the sideband intensities will have to be known with high accuracy if
these departures are to be used for quantitative structural information.

As a last remark, the contribution of the dipolar interactions to the sideband intensities
is a priori different for crystals of different orientations. Therefore, the sideband intensities
pattern in a powder sample is not the simple addition to the dipolar contribution to that
of the sole chemical shift anisotropy. An estimation of the atomic positions from the
sideband intensity requires extensive simulation computations: one must use models for
the positions of the various nuclei and the values and orientations of the nuclear shielding
tensors, compute the sideband intensities from the theory developed in this article for each
crystal orientation, and then perform the powder average. The practical aspects of the
corresponding computation programs have yet to be explored.
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Figure captions

Figure 1: Boltzmann distribution of populations at positive and negative spin temperatures. •
Figure 2: Flip-flop transition rearranging the populations of the Zeeman levels at constant en j

ergy and magnetization. '.
Figure 3: Flip-flop transition rearranging the populations of the dipolar levels at constant cnerg. •

1

and magnetization. i
Figure 4: Boltzmann distribution of populations with different Zeeman and dipolar tempera !

tures. In this example then are both positive.
Figure 5: Effective Hamiltonian and Spin Temperature. 1st example. Pulse sequence and oh

servation periods (after Ref.36).
Figure 6: Dipolar signal amplitudes after the pulse train of Fig.5 (top) and dipolar hivers.

temperature several times T2 later (bottom) as a function of the pulse angle 6. Th'
solid curves are theoretical (after Ref. 36).

Figure 7: Pulse cycles for three sequences used for averaging out homonuclear dipolar interac
tions.

Figure 8: Effective Hamiltonian and Spin Temperature. 2nd example. Basic experimental pro
cedure.
a) Adiabatic variation of the dipolar Hamiltonian.
b) Sudden change of this Hamiltonian.

Figure 9: Dipolar inverse temperature several times T2 after the end of the pulse sequence o
Fig.8, corresponding to the term in To of the density matrix after an adiabatic (a) 01
sudden (b) variation of the Hamiltonian as a function of the angle 6. The solid curve-
are theoretical.

• : WHH-4
A • MREV-S
• : HW-8

(After Ref.38).
Figure 10: Dipolar signals following the adiabatic pulse sequences of Fig.8a, corresponding t(

different combinations of the terms in Tt and T_j, of the density matrix as a function oi
the final angle 6. The solid curves are theoretical. The signal vanishes as expected from
theory, for the sequences MREV-8 along Ox, and HW-8 along Oy. (After Rof.38).

Figure 11: Modified procedure for observing the terms in (T2 + T_2) of the density matrix aftci
an adiabatic pulse sequence. The signals are observed after the pulse at timo /1. ( Aftci
Ref.38).
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Figure 12: Combination of dipolar inverse temperatures at time t4 of Fig.ll, yielding the term in
(Ti + T_2) of the density matrix as a function of the final angle 6. of adiabatic pulse
sequences. The solid curves are theoretical. (After Ref.3S).
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